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the organisation of the mammalian gonome. 
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ro The pblems which arise in studying the nucleic acids of 
higher organisms are many times greater than those encountered in 
bacteria. The bacterial chromosome consists of a simple circular 
DNA molecule not complezed with protein, and the ways in which co-
ordinated gene expression and repression are achieved are fairly 
well understood. The size and complexity of the eukaryotic genome 
make its analysis difficult; whereas each genolno of the bacterium 
.coli has 2.7 x 109 daltons of DNA, in the rat, each cell nucleus 
contains 3.6 x 10 12 daltons of DNA (Neili et al, 1970 which is 
complexed with protein and distributed amongst 42 separate chromo- 
some a. 
During the process of development and differentiation of 
mammalian coils, regulatory functions of a different kind from 
those common to both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells must be 
effected. However, it is still difficult to account for the 1,000 
times greater amount of DNA in eukaryotic cells. The DNA of 
higher organisms differs from that of bacteria and viruses in its 
kinetic complexity. rlhen eukaxyotio DNA is denatured and its 
renaturation studied, a proportion of the gonome renatures much more 
rapidly than would be expected upon the basis of the size of the 
genomo, a second fraction renatures very, slowly and some DNA 
ronatures at a rate intermediate between these two (Jaring and 
Britten, 1966; Britten and ltohno, 1968; Ietmur and Davidson, 1968). 
Under the light microscope, each eukaryotio chromosome appears 
to be a relatively featureless structure having a centromare and 
perhaps a secondary constriction, although some differentiation can 
be detected by the use of specialised staining techniques. 11hilst 
2 . 
it is known that the chromosomes contain most of the information 
necessary to dictate structure and function of the organism, attempts 
to elucidate the mechanisms of transcription, trana].ation, organisation 
and control of differentiation in higher organisms have met with 
many difficulties. It is unfortunate that at mitosis when the 
chromosomes are most easily observed because they are highly 
condensed and stain darkly, they are inactive with respect to DNA 
and RNA synthesis. 
It is known that there are certain fractions of the mammalian 
genome which are not transcribed (such as mouse satellite DNA, tJa1ker, 
1971). The distinction between actively transcribed regions and 
those which appear to be genetically inert has been a focus of much 
attention since this may provide an insight into the mechanism of 
regulation of gene action and the processes of development and 
differentiation in higher organisms. 
Cytological observations  
A cell nucleus during interphase contains prominent darkly 
staining granules termed chromatin'. granules. At the beginning 
of mitosia, these dots can be seen as part of the condensing 
chromosomes. After observing division cycles of the chromosomes 
and the chromatin granules of interphase nuclei, Heitz (1928, 1931, 
1933, 1934, 1935) defined two classes of chromosomal material: 
euchromatin, which utheru!ont a typical cycle of condensation and 
unravelling and heterochrOinatifl which maintained its compactness 
and remained condensed and visible during interphase as large blocks 
of Feulgen positive material. Heterochromatifl tends to occur in 
3. 
similar regions of the difforont chromoeotOs of a species, usually 
near the contromore (centric hoterochronlatin) at the ends of 
chromosomes and in the vicinity of the nucicolar organiser. It is 
frequently a major constituent of the sex chromosomes. 
The hetorochrolflatifl of mammalian somatic cells has been divided 
into two classes, constitutive and facultative (Brown, 1966; Yaaiainoh 
and Yunie, 1969). The first class, constitutive heterochrolflatifl, 
occurs in both maternal and paternal chromosomes at the came locus 
during interphaso and during condensation of the chromosome during 
mitosis; it has no known function. Brown (1966) and Lima-de-Faria 
(1959 0 1968) consider heterochrOmatifl to be a state of chromatin 
rather than a specific substance, because it close not occur at all 
stages of development and is thought to have variable expression in 
adult tissues since different typos of coil in a mature animal have 
different interphase chromatin patterns. In contrast with this 
view, Leo and Yunis (1971) suggest that constitutivo heterochrOmatin 
should be regarded as a specific substance. Their work on 
flicrotus areatiø shows that the constitutive heterOchrOwa.tifl is 
located in specific homologous chromosomes, can be seen even in 
early embryogonesis and is present in the same chromosomes throughout 
development. 
Reterochroinatin is described as facultative or functional when 
one chromosome of a homologous pair is condensed and the other 
euchroxnatic; this is often aasociatd with the turning off of the 
genes involved. The most striking example of facultative hetero-
chromatin occurs in the x chromosome of female mammals. One of the 
two X chromosomes becomes boterochrOmatio in all somatic cello 
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except those uhich go to Lorn the germ cells. In humans uith multiple 
X chromosoneo only one of the X chromosomes is euchromatic; all the 
remainder become heteroChrOmatic and are visible as multiple Barr bodies 
or BOX chromatin granules in interphase 
together with the evidence of genetic inactivity of the X chromosome, 
were correlated by Russel and formulated into a hypothesis by Lyon 
(1961). According to the inactive X hypothesis of dosage compensation, 
the genes of one or other of the two X chromosomes become inactivated 
at an early stage of cmbryonic dovclopnont. The choice of 'hioh 
X becomes inactive in each cell is random. As a result, clones of 
cells arise within an individual female, some having the maternally 
derived X, others the paternal X in an active condition. Recently, 
Cohen and Rattuzi, (1971) and ilanterton and Gianolli (1971) have made 
an impressive inverse correlation betwoon late replication of horse 
and donkey x chromosomes and the expression of the X-borne gene 
G6PD. The similar cytological appearance of facultative and 
constitutive beterochrolflatifl suggests that there may also be a 
correlation of genetic inactivity with the heterochromatic state 
in constitutive heterochrOfllatifl although there is au yet no 
evidence 
for this. 
DNA sequence repetition, staining and in situ hybridisation 
associated with heterochrOlflatifl 
The definition of hoteroChroflatin given earlier was related 
to its behaviour during the coil cycle, and the staining properties 
associated with these tightly coiled regions of chromosomes. Whilst 
the facultative heterochromatifl appears to be associated with the 
inactivation of genes, the constitutive heterochroiflatifl is thought 
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to consist of material which is genetically inert (Yaamineh and 
Yunis 1969, 1970). The association of heterOohrofliatifl and 
satellite sequences may suggest some similarity of function. 
Cooper (1959) suggested several possible functions of heterochro-
matin mainly concerned with the regulation of gene activity but he 
also placed emphasis on the functions of heterochrOiflatifl at 
centromeres and telomeres, involving such processes as breakage 
and rejoining of chromosomes and pairing or association of the 
terminal heterochrOmatic regions. 
Although mouse satellite DNA does not seem to code for a 
corresponding fraction of RNA in yivo (Flamm, Walker, McCallum, 1969) 
it was thought that it might be possible to determine chromosomal 
locations for sequences of satellite DNA by hybridising single 
stranded satellite DNA to cytological chromosome preparations which 
had been denatured. Jones (1970) and Pardue and Gall (1970) 
prepared pure tritium-labelled mouse satellite DNA and complemen-
tary RNA. These groups showed that both the satellite DNA and its 
CRNA hybridised in situ to cytological preparations of mouse 
metaphase chromosomes bound only to the centromeric heterochrOmatifl. 
During interphase, satellite DNA bound to the chromocentres, dense 
chromatin and nucleoli- Pardue and Gall (1970) showed that although 
both X and Y chromosomes are heterOchr011latic at var±Ous times 
satellite DNA only binds to the centromeric regions of the X 
chromosome, not to the Y, arid it has therefore been suggested that 
there is another class of heterochrOmatifl in the Y chromosome, 
distinct from those of constitutive and facultative heteroohrOmatifl. 
The resolution of the technique of hybridisation in sii to 
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Cytological preparations has been greatly advanced by studies 
using the insect giant salivary gland chromosomes (renmig, Hennig 
and Stein; 1970). 
The function of centric heterochrOfllatifl and associated 
satellite is controversial. Cooper (1959) suggested that it was a 
neutral or genetically inert material acting either as an anchorage 
or dispensable substance during processes such as tranelocatiOn or 
centric fusion. lion-homologous association of the tolocontric 
chromosomes is known to occur in vertebrates (Ohno, Stenius, Faist 
and Zenzes, 1965). During the process of fusion 
of the centrouierOS 
(Roberteonian transformation, Robertson; 1916) some of the pen-
contromenio DNA may be lost. Nattoccia and Comings (1971) suggest 
that it would be advantageous to have genetically inert DNA, or 
DNA consisting of highly repeated sequences (which might be 
considered relatively expendable) collected near the centroiaere. 
This view however does not receive universal support. walker (1971) 
conoidOl's several possible functions for repeated satellite 
soquencies and hoteroclirOmatin in the chromosomal housekeeping 
functions (Walker, Flamm and tioLaron; 1969). 	j1he centric hetero- 
chromatin may be directly associated with the properties of the 
contromerea themselves and affects pairing and disjunction 
(Noviteki, 1955; Sandier and Novitski, 1957; Lindley and Novit3ki, 
1958). Chromosomes with a common origin tend to segregate 
together (Iichie, 1953; Wallace, 1953) and this is associated with 
the presence of a special distribution of heterochromatiC material 
causing similarities of segregation behaviour. The 
actual 
relationship between heterochronatifl and satellite DNA is still 
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not known. Satellite DNA itself may be heterochromatiC, or 
satellite and heterochrot3atifl may be intimately associated because 
the chromosomal condensation of heter0ChrOflatifl involves the 
satellite sequences. A third possibility is that satellite sequences 
and heterochrOmatifl have a similar chromosomal distribution because 
of some association of function. 
It was reported by Pardue and call (1970) that centromeric 
hetex'oChrOmatifl is preferentially stained by Giemsa stain. It 
therefore appeared probable that regions staining darkly with 
Giemsa after denaturation and reannealing indicated the presence 
of highly reiterated DNA. Examinations of human metaphase 
preparations were undertaken (Sumner, Evans and Buckland, 1971; 
11 
Gagn, Tangusy and Larbere, 1971; Yunis, Roldan and Yasmineh, 
1971) 
and attempts were made to correlate the dark staining regions with 
the established areas of heterochrOrnatifl and late replicating DNA 
(Ohno, Kaplan and Kinosita, 1957; Church, 1965). By analogy 
with the in aita hybridisation studies in mouse, it was assumed 
that the dark staining controineric region in man represents a region 
of highly repeated sequences. However, mouse satellite represents 
10, of the genome whereas present studies indicate that bv ,nm 
satellites represent only 2.5,' of the genome (Corneo, Ginelli and 
Polli, 1968, 1970). There is however a moderately repetitive 
fraction of main 	W.1which forms 8 (southern, pers. comm.) 
to 15;d' (Corneo 	, 1970) of the genome • This still cannot account 
for the 50' of the=me which is observed to stain darkly. A 
further problem is that the nucleolar organiser region which might 
be expected to contain DNA which renatures rapidly (3irnstiel, 
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Cpioro, Purdom, jonoz and Loening, 1968; Attardi, Ewang and Kabat, 
1965; Ritossa and 3poigo].rafl, 1965) is very pale 
by this technique. 
The cytological techniques outlined are of the greatest 
importance in clarifying the relationship between chromosomes and 
chromosomal components. However, there are at present maxy 
unresolved problems, not least of which is the relationship 
between the results of the cytological investigations and those of 
the biophysical and biochemical studies to be described next. 
Isolation of chromatin fraction s  
Cooper (1959); 1"rensteri (1963); Grumbach, I.orisbawa and 
Taylor (1963) have suggested that hetarochrOlflatizl and euchromatin 
differ in gene expression and that hetorOchrOlilatifl represents the 
part of the genome which is repressed. The nature of heterochrO-
niatin is a problem of great importance, and in order to study its 
properties attempts have been made to separate it physically from 
the euchromatic portion of the genome. 
Prenster, Alifroy and 1,1irsky (1963) estimated that approximately 
8% of the chromatin in the differentiated lymphocytes obtained from 
calf thymus was visible as condensed FeulgenpOSitiVe masses. It 
was postulated (Alifrey and 1Iire1, 1962) that much of the inter-
phase lymphocyte DITA is inactive with regard to messenger RNA 
synthesis. The gene inactivation hypothesis of cell differentiation 
postulates that as a cell differentiates those genes not involved in 
this process are inactivated by some form of repression mechanism. 
The differentiated state of the cells seemed to correlate with the 
amount of heterOohrOlflatifl observed. Frenster at al therefore 
attempted to separate these condensed chromosomal segments of 
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hetorochromatin from the more ettend.ed euchromatin fibrils using a 
technique of brief sonication of the nuclei followed by differential 
centrifugation. Incubation of nuclei with isotopic precursors 
indicated that the DIU, IA and protein synthesis of the thetero-
chromatin fraction was decreased with respect to that of the 
1, euchromatidl fraction. 
Yasmineh and Yunis (1969) isolated three chromatin fractions 
from mouse liver and brain nuclei by a modification of the method 
of FrenstezY et al (1963). Cassius chloride density gradient 
patterns of the DNA from the "heterochromatin" intermediate and 
" euchroxnatin" fractions indicated that the "heterocbroiflatifl" contained 
about 70 of the satellite DNA. Although mouse satellite DNA had 
been described several years previously and it had been thoroughly 
investigated (Kit, 1961; Chun and Littlefield, 1963; 'Jaring and 
Britten, 1966; Plarnm, McCallum and Walker, 1967) neither its 
function nor its cytological location were known. In mouse, 
hoterocbromatifl appeared to be fully condensed in brain nuclei, 
rather more diffuse in liver and uncertain in fibroblasts. Hill 
and Yunis (1967) and pfluoger and. Yunio (1966) found that condensa-
tion of constitutive beterochromatin was not a].uays the same in all 
tissues of an organism, although the late replication of DNA is 
thought to be constant in the constitutive heterochrOmatin 
of all 
somatic tissues. The unusual features of mouse satellite DNA, 
(high AT content, tandem repetition of sequences and specific 
proportions in all souse cells) suggested that the specific associa-
tion of satellite sequences with the "hoterochromatifl" fraction might 
be peculiar to the mouse. Accordingly, fractionation procedures 
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separations can be effected. Frenster, Allfrey and tirc1r (1963) 
based their fractionation of calf thymus lymphocytes on the 
morphology in both light and electron microscopes and by differences 
in isotopic incorporation 9 uhilet the technique of Yasmineh and Yunis 
(1971) for calf liver trao adjusted to restrict the aIzLomlt of satellite 
in the t*euchromatin fraction. Whilst the "heterochromatin" fraction 
of Frenstor et a]. comprised 60-80,'o of the total DNA and appeared to 
be slightly contaminated by "euohrornatin" (judged by the electron 
microscope studies) the 8tcu6hrotin" (10-30;; of the total DNA) was 
in a very pure state and showed an isotopic incorporation three to 
fourfold greater than that of the tTheterochromatinfl fraction. The 
¶tbeterochromatjflfl of Yasmineh and Yunit3 contained about 36 of the 
total DNA and nearly all of the heavy and light calf satellite DNAs, 
whilst the t? oucbromatinu (28 of the total DNA) was almost completely 
devoid of satellite. The amount of DNA in the dense fraction differs 
widely between the two groups. Even though the two tissues may 
differ in the amount of conetitutivo heterochromatin or their response 
to the extraction methods, this is still not sufficient to explain 
the differences. 
The presence of satellite DNA in the heterochroinatin tends to 
support the theory that constitutive hoterochromatin is composed 
at least in part of a specific substance, (Yasminoh and Yunis, 1969, 
1970, 1971) rather than being a variable state of chromatin (Brown, 
1966; Lima=.de-Faria, 1969). (The presence of facultative hetero 
chrotnatin was excluded by using beterogamatic animals). In early 
experiments, attempts were made to isolate chromatin fractions 
corresponding both in proportion and activity to cytological 
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heterochroinatin and euchroriatin. No hesitation was shown in using 
the cytological teriia for the separated chromatin preparations. 
Hoiever, a variety of isolation techniques have now been used on 
different tissues from many species and numerous modifications of 
the isolating solutions, sonication procedures and centrifugal 
speeds have been introduced. An example of the differences which 
now occur was given for the fractionation of calf chromatin and this 
shows the way in which confusion can arise, for both fractions are 
called "heterochrOV3atin", although they differ very significantly 
in the proportions and amounts of nucleic acids they contain. 
In view of the fact there is little if any evidence to 
associate these fractions with the cytological entities it is mis-
leading to attempt to equate the two • A system of nomenclature 
which would convey meaningful information about a method of chromatin 
fractionation would define the organism and detailed conditions of 
isolations. This system would be rather cumbersome, but confusion 
could be avoided simply by retaining the terms ouchromatin and 
hetorochrOmatifl solely as a cytological definition of chromatin, 
and using terms such as condensed and dispersed for isolated fractions. 
Further etporimental evidence like that described in this thesis will 
help to establish whether such fractionations are meaningful and 
whether the heterogeneity of chromatin in cells corresponds to the 
differences found in isolated fractions. 
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The Rolationship between iieterochroivatin and Late Replicating DNA 
AutoradiograPhiC evidenco that the DNA of hotcrochromatic regions 
is replicated later than that of euchromatin has been provided by 
several groups. The first experiments were those on the large 
heterochromatiC X chromosome of the grasshopper and the hotero-
chromatin of Secalo cereals (Lima-de-Paria, 1969). Late replication 
of the hoterochrofllatifl in root and leaf nuclei of plants has been 
extensively studied (Darlington and Haque 1966; Evans, 1964; 
Kusazziagi, 1966) as has that in insects (Lima-de-Paria, 1969; 
Barrigozzi et al 1966; Baer, 1965) and mammals (Taylor, 1960; 
Hsu, 1964; Fraccaro et al. 1965). The most detailed investigations 
of the late replication of hetorocbrOmatifl have been made in man in 
individuals with multiple X chromosomes where cytogenetic autoradio-
graphy has shown the number of late labelling X chromosomes to be 
correlated with the number of Barr bodies (uorishawa, Cruinbach and 
Taylor, 1962; Rowley et al 1963; Gianeili, 1964; Hen and Lockhardt, 
1964; Lima-de-Paria, 1965). 
whilst it appears to be a rule that any region of heteroohrOmatin 
is late labelling, it is not true that all regions showing later DNA. 
replication are hetoroobrOmatiC. Recent experiments show that main 
band. DNA synthesised at the beginning of S phase has a higher GC 
content and buoyallt density than that synthesised at the end of S 
phase. This was observed in several different mammalian cell 
lines; in mouse L cells and HeLa cells by Tobia, Schildkraut and 
Iiaio (1970) in L cells and Chinese hamster coils by Bostock and 
Prescott (1971a & b) and in mouse lymphoizia cells by Flamm, Beieim 
and Brubaker (1971). The change from synthesis of GC-rich DNA 
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early in the synthetic period to AT—rich DITA later in the S phase 
could be explained by the hypothesis that ouchronatin was CC rich 
and hotorochrOmatifl main band I'llf. (ino1n to replicate late in 
phase) AT—rich. 
Two groups have attemtod to resolve this problem by the 
analysis of the buoyant dencity of fractionated chromatin. t2attocoia 
and comings (1971) found that mouse liver "euohroxriat-fl" DTA had a 
higher buoyant density than that of main band D1A. Jhilt there 
was no difference between the buoyant density of itcrochromatifl 
and total inainband DIM from nuclei, a nucicolar fraction was found 
to have a slightly lower buoyant density than total meinband DNA. 
Bostock and Prescott (1971) found no difference between the fractions 
and total xnainbanrl DITA of rabbit, chinese hamster and mouse. These 
attempts to show differences in buoyant density between condensed 
and dispersed mainband DIM analogous to those between early and 
late replicating DNA have had somewhat inconclusive reaults. It 
is possible that the base composition of inainband hetorochrOmatifl 
and oucliromatin is very similar but that the AT—rich sequences of 
the former replicate late in S phase. In autoradiographic experiments 
this might seem as if the whole of heterochrOmatifl was replicated 
later than eucbromatifl. 
On the other hand, there may be a genuine difference in base 
composition, but the motbod.s of fractionation used may have concealed 
it. In each case, the condensed fraction was adjusted so that it 
contained most of the ...atellito, although the object was to detect 
differences in the buoyant density of main band DTA. If the shift 
in buoyant dongity is due to differential replication of euchromatin 
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and heterochroznatin, a difference might be detected even in an 
impure fractionation. It seemed that species differences might be 
important in these studies, and in the rat, in which no distinct 
satellite fraction has been found, differences between the buoyant 
densities of the condensed and dispersed fractions might be visible. 
In this work, the buoyant densities of DNA from dispersed and 
condensed chromatin from both normal and regenerating liver were 
examined. 
Properties of Chromatin 
One of the most difficult problems is to attempt to reconcile 
the cytological observations that large regions of the chromosomes 
are hetorochromatic and the evidence that these regions are genetic-
ally inactive, with any of the current models of chromosome and 
chromatin structure. The physical separation of chromatin fractions 
has involved two different concepts: Prenster (1963) postulated 
that heterochromatin was genetically repressed and that the repression 
was probably mediated by nuclear polyoations (Frenster, 1965). 
Yasmineh and runis (1969, 1971) thought that heterochroiflatifl was 
a specific substance, one component of which was satellite DNA, 
although no particular method of effecting the heteroohrOmatisatiOn 
was postulated. 
There is evidence to indicate that the metaphase chromosome 
consists of a tortuously wound. fibre (DuPiaw, 1968). The dimensions 
of such fibres are extremely controversial, as is the interpretation 
of the data about the substructure and number of fibres per 
chromatid (Taylor, 1960; Cairns, 1963; liuberman and Riggs, 1966). 
16. 
The structure of chromosomes is an unresolved problem. The most 
commonly observed element in chromatin is a 100 R diameter fibre. 
X—ray analyses (Jilkins, Zubay and rilson, 1959; Pardon, Jilkins 
and Richards, 1967) have indicated that the primary nucleoprotoin 
fibre has a diameter of 35 R and it is postulated that this has a 
helical structure with a repeat distance of 110 2 . Biophysical 
studies imply that chromatin has a single duplex of DIIP running 
along its axis (Brzand Ris, 1971). 
Frenater (1965) examined the ultrastructure of 'repressed' 
and "active" calf thymus chromatin during the chromatin isolation 
procedure when the nuclei were swollen. The condensed masses of 
"repressed" chromatin tended to be situated at the periphery of the 
nucleus whilst the extended microfibrila of "active" chromatin were 
distributed between those masses in the centre of the nucleus and 
were structurally continuous with them, although there was a sharp 
transition between the two. The difference. was explained by 
Frenster in terms of repression of the heterochromatin by polycatione 
such as histones and dorepression of the euchromatin by polyanions 
(phosphoprotoins or RNA). licCarthy and Duerkson (1970) melted both 
the pellet and supernatant fractions of mouse hepatoma chromatin 
and found that the Tm of the pellet fractions was much higher than 
that of the supernatant (euchroniatin) fraction. This finding 
suggested that the pellet fraction contains the most condensed 
portions of the interphase chromosomes in ihich the DNA and protein 
are tightly bound. (It has been shown that both the amount and 
typos of protein which are associated with DNA in chromatin affect 
the temperature at which the chromatin reveals a hyperchrOmiC effect 
'I?. 
(Donner ot al, 1968). 
Chromosomes contain approzimately equal proportions of DNA and 
protein and a smaller amount of RNA. The largest fraction of these 
proteins is the basic histones, although about 20, of the proteins 
are acidic. One po3siblG control mechanism in eukaryotcs is that 
transcription by RNA polyinerase might be controlled, by protein 
bound to the DNA. The specific masking and u asidrig of the DNA 
is thought to be the mechanism which is responsible for tho development 
and IiIIOl differentiation uhich is achieved in eukar3rotic cells 
(Bonnor and Hwang, 1963; Vlaruebige and Bonner, 1966; Paul and 
Gilmour, 1966; Bonner, Dabiiva, Pambrough, Hwang, liarushigo, Tuan, 1966). 
It is possible to tranocribe the DNA from chromatin using a bacterial 
DNA dependent RNA po].ymerase. When the proteins are removed from 
the DNA, much more of the DNA can be transcribed. This hypothesis 
is by no means universally accepted, and recent work by Clark and 
Felsonfold (1971) and Its 	(1970) suggests that much more of the 
DNA in chromatin may be open to transcription than has been thought. 
The interpretation of experiments using DNA in chromatin as a template 
for bacterial D11,AdepOnc1Oflt RNA poiymeraL36 presents problems. 
Restriction of RNA polymerase activity may only require that the 
transcriptional starting point of each unit should be blocked. 
An obvious 	of axw' speculations upon transcription involving 
the DNA dependent RNA polymerase is that in E,coli the specificity 
of transcription is regulated by factors which interact with the 
polymeraso core enzyme (Burgess, Travers, Dunnand Bautz, 1969; 
Bauts and Bauts, 1970). The complenity of the situation in E.O 
indicates that the regulation of transcription in higher organisms 
may not only be more complex still, but involve quite different 
mechanisms. 
18. 
Features of rodents and the rodent genome 
In viruses and bacteria, the DNA consists for the most part of 
unique nuolootide sequences, whereas the DNA of higher organisms 
is more complex. A large portion of the genoiae consists of 
different families of repeated nucleotide sequences (Britten and 
ICohne, 1968). Bolton 	(1965) suggest that the families of 
riucleotido sequences comprising the large rsp-titioUl3 fractions 
have arisen from a many-fold duplication of an oxisting nucleotide 
aequOflOG. Britten and Kohno (19E8) consider that a family is the 
result of a relatively rapidly occuring saltatory replication. 
whey suggest that this phenomenon of excess replication of particular 
sequences is probably responsible for the divorgonco between species. 
In some organisms there are nucleotide sequences whose base 
Composition differs front that of most of the DNA so that upon 
oaesium chloride density gradient centrifugation, satellites of the 
inainband DNA can be seen (Kit, 1961). The sub-family Muridas of 
the class Rod.entia (3iaplicidentata) contains the species Rattus, 
js, Acomys and Apodiue. Uhilet these animals are closely related 
and the buoyant density (Gc content) of the nainband DNA is almost 
identical in all species, none of them have common satellites 
(Hennig and Walker, 1970). phis suggests that the satellites have 
arisen since those species diverged from each other. 
In the rat, there appears to be no fraction comparable to 
mouse satellite DNA. Steele (1968) purified nucleolar DNA from 
rat and found in addition to usinband DNA with a buoyant cionity of 
1.700 g as, a light satellite of 1.692 g cnt'" 3 and a heavy satellite 
at 1.703 g CM-3 . 	hilet the heavy satellite contained C,.. of the 
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total nucleolar DNA the proportion of micleolar DNA in the total 
DNA uao only 3. These rat satellites therefore comprise less than 
of the gonoao. It is clear that the considerable amounts of 
"fast" and "intermediate" fraction DNA in the rat (estimated by 
Honnig and Jalkor (1970) as 1O; and 4, 1' , respectively) cannot be 
accounted for in terms of satellite DNA and yet are discrete portions 
of the genome uith respect to ronaturation behaviour. It was 
therefore of interest to investigate whether an isolated chromatin 
fraction in rat would have any enrichment for repeated or rapidly 
ronaturing sequences. 
The possible functions of the tandenly repeated sequences of 
mouse satellite DNA have been the subject of several different 
interpretations. Britten and Kohno (1968, 	see these suences 
in an evolutionary context as an end product of certain replicative 
evolutionary events whereas a]ker (19 	1917J)) suggests that they 
may have some functional role as for-example in the regulation and 
maintainance of chromosomal organisation, tho housekeeping functions 
of chromosomes. Southern's studios on the satellites of guinea 
pig (southern, 1970) and mouse (Parr-Brown, Southern and Jalker 
unpublished; quoted in Southarn j, 1974)) indicate that the basic 
nucleotide sequence of satellite DNA is very short, but that it has 
been subject to random mutations at a rate not loss than that of the 
remainder of the gonorac. 	,his suggests that gradual multiplication 
uith an accumulation of mutations is more likely than saltatory 
replication as a method of origin of satellite DNA, and that the 
sequence is not involved, in the satellites function, since it does 
not appear subject to cc eration or selection. 
The fractionations achieved by Yasminch and Yunis (1969, 1970, 
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1971) showed an association of satellite DNA with the uheterochrOatiflu' 
fraction and according to their hypothesis, constitutivo hotoro-
chzotaatin is present 	all animals at all developmental stages. 
floucor preneter et al (1963) had aruod that the hetorochrcmatifl 
represents the repressed portion of the genomo and in a nonifferon-
tiated devoloping,  coil this fraction should be doroproscod.. If it 
is possible to isolate a fraction corro3pOndifl3 to cytological 
hetorochromatin, then it is of particular importanco to see if the 
condensed fraction is constant throughout development. The use 
of male rats cmcludoe the presence of facultative heterocbroaatifl 
in the condensed chromtin fraction, and the study of reonerating 
liver in sale rats provides a suitable developmental cyotom in which 
the method of preparation is relativoly simple and the yield of 
material adequate. 
Higgins and Anderson (1932) reported that the removal of two-
thirds of the liver of rat was followed. within 24 hours by very 
rapid regeneration of the liver. Tho proliferative response is 
indicated by a burst of DNA synthesis which can be measured by the 
incorporation of radioactive precursors into D .M. Ihie boine to 
occur about 15-18 hours after partial hopatoctoiBy and rises to a 
peak at 20-24 hours. Litotio activity follotre the DNA 1abollin 
by about 68 hours (flazncss 1952; Grichen 1960 1962). In 
regeneration (or more specifically, compensatory 	 . atory hypertrophy an 
hyporplasia) all the cellular Clements are not restored in parallel. 
Conspicuous early chan.eo and oularcsont occur in the paronchymal 
cells which constitute 90.s95 of the total hopatic ccli aese but 
only 60-65; of the population. After partial hepatcctcuy, the 
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synchronisation of the cells is such that approximately 60.; of the 
cells will enter mitosis together0 (Harknoss 1957; Daost 1958; 
Icoeterlita 1958; Leong 	a]. 1959; Brosuick 1964). Feu systems 
iith cynchronisation of this magnitude can be achieved in vivo. 
The mitotic activity of normal adult rat liver is in the range of 
0.005,. to 0.01, of the total parenchymatal coil population, (Blues 
and Narble 1937; Abercrombie and Harkness 1951). consequently, 
these cells have a minimal rate of DNA synthesis. 
In contrast to the relatively delayed changes noted in the 
synthesis of DNA in regenerating liver, alterations in the RNA 
precursor incorporation are observed as early as 2 hours after 
hepatectomy (even in normal rat liver, RNA turns over at an 
appreciable rate). There are several reports of an acceleration 
of incorporation between 3-6 hours (Bucher and Salfield 1969; 
Schneider and Potter 1957; Hecht and Potter 1958). The maximum 
rate of RNA synthesis is observed from 12-30 hours postoperatively 
(Ericsson et a]. 1951; Hanmierston 1951; Nygaard and Ruch 1955). 
Using RNA-DNA hybridisation and competition, Church and 
flcCarthy (1967) found that the increase in the level of hybridisation 
tras consistent with a dramatic increase in the number of active 
sites after partial hepatectomy, but that as regeneration proceeds, 
the synthesis of the different molecules is gradually discontinued 
at different stages. The new RNA species, synthesised in response 
to partial hepatectOrny trere compared with those formed during 
embryonic development, and it was found that embryonic liver RITA 
can compete with RITA produced during regeneration. Their conclusion 
from these experiments was that in adult liver, many genes are 
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repressed but that during liver regeneration there is a reactivation 
of genes similar to the process occuring during normal development. 
Under the conditions used in these experiments only RNA complementary 
to the highly reiterated DNA would hybridise (Melli and Bishop, 1969), 
and it is unlikely that specific messenger RNAs involved in regeneration 
would be detected. 
Paul (1970) reports experiments which demonstrate the marked 
alteration of masking of the DNA in the chromatin of regenerating 
rat liver and kidney. These experiments show that by measuring 
the transcription of RNA in vitro of isolated chromatin fractions, 
the DNA appears to remain masked in a way which reflects the 
masking of the same sequences in the animal. These investigations 
were performed in conditions in which only the repetitious sequences 
were hybridised, but it is possible that the situation which was 
observed with regard to these sequences might reflect the behaviour 
of some of the non-repeated sequences. 
In the absence of a satellite DNA fraction in rat, the question 
of whether a significant chromatin fractionation could be achieved 
was central to the investigation, and an extension of this question 
was whether a condensed chromatin fraction would contain an 
enrichment of repeated sequences. Mouse satellite DNA appears not 
to be transcribed in vivo (Flamm, walker, licCallum 1969) and it 
was therefore of interest to see whether the condensed chromatin 
fraction of rat ias transcribed in vivo by doing hybridisation 
studies in conditions of DNA excess with cellular RNA. 
The existence of a unique fraction of RNA in the nucleus of 
eukaryotic cells was demonstrated in duck erythroblasts by Scherrer, 
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ilarcaud Lajdela 9  London and Gross (1966); Mtardi ?arnas Hiang 
and ttax'i 9  (1966) and in IieLa cells by Jarner, ooiro 2 Birnboini 
and Darnell, (1966) 9  penman smith and Holtzman (1966). The PJ 
is heteroaflGOUe in sedimentation behaviour tith S values fram 
10200S. It has a DHlike base composition and hybridises rapidly 
iith cellular DN1 (Perry, Srimvasan and Kelly, 1964; Birnboin 2 Pane 
and Darnell, 1967; 3ooiro 9  Birnboim and Darnell, 1966; Yoahikaia 
Fukcda 9  Fukada and Kawada 9  1965g Ittardi et al 1966). It is 
probable that this IUL is the rapidly turning over MTA WhOOO prosoncO 
rae inferred by Harris (1963) and ihich has variously been referred 
to as nucleoplasnic R111 9 giant flITf D likoRA 9 and heterogeneous 
nuclear RNi1. 
The nuclear heterogeneous R (HnRNi) represents a considerable 
proportion of the total RIUL produced in a coil. The rapid turnover 
of this RNA is indicated by the fact that during short periods of 
Incorporation of radioisotopes it reaches a high specific radioactivity 
and constitutes the major part of cellular RNA labelled during a 
short pulse. From the kinetics of formation and turnover, Attardi 
al (1966) thought that EnrdlA was not related to nessongerUT 
and according to Penman, Vesco and Penman, (1968) the two species 
could not be regarded aQ having a precursor product relationship. 
Later experiments by Penman,, Rosbach and Penman (1970) used the 
drug corclycopin (3=deoVadenosina) uhich completely inhibits the 
synthesis of mitochondrial RITA and messenger RNA and causes 
prenature termination and release of nascent RNA in the nucleolus. 
The synthesis of 4S ,50:1 and HnRNf does not seen to be affected by 
Cordycepin. Since Penman et al found that Cordycopin had no effect 
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on the labelling of HnIUI P  they suggested that meosongor IThIA and 
nR1T!. are synthosised separately. 
tvidonce is nou accumulating tihich indicates that nacecngor 
,U7.k may be related to llnRL. It is no'i knotm that Cordycapin 
blocks the synthesis of poly a sequences. These sequences are 
thought to be involved either in the maturation of long transcriptio-
nal units into their cloavago products (Edmonds, Vaughan and Nekasato 
1971) or in the transport of rnPNA from the nucleus (Los Uondecki and 
Drauerean 1971). plmente by Jail and Darnell (1971) have ahoun 
that in 	40 transformed mouse 325 cells, SV40 specific !A is 
found both in the HroTUTA and cytoplasnic RNA and that the latter 
is derived from the HnRNA precursor. Since the sedimentation values 
Of nniia (from 2003 to 103) are much greater than those of the 
messenger R1A on cytoplasmic polyribosomos, it has been postulated 
that cleavage of the large molecules occurs. (Several flNfk species 
in sukaryotio cells are known to pass through maturation processes 
which change their size and properties. Both ribosomal and transfer 
iJA arc synthesioed first as large molecules and then undergo a 
cleavage process, or in the case of ribosomal RNA several successive 
degradations uhich yield the two final ribosomal molecules 185, and 
283 NA). The hypotheSiS that mFTA might be produced by a messenger 
precursor is supported. by Ryshov and Goorgiev (1970), Indeed the 
theory of gene regulation proposed by Georgiev (1969) is dependent 
upon the cleavage of a large precursor molecule to yield both a 
transcribed but no 	nerw(d portion (uhich is involved in 
regulation and degraded in the nucleus) and messenger tUiO It tas 
therefore of importance to enanino the hybridisation of BNA with 
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the fractionated chromatin DNA since this would enable me to identify 
the fraction of chromatin from which particular sequences in the 
RnR& wore transcribed. 
Studios on in viio. flITA would only detect differences in the 
sequences from which that RRA was transcribed. In order to onrino 
differences in the total sequences of the fractionation, RNA was 
synthesised in vita with a bacterial DNA-dependent RITA polymernr3e 
using fractionated chromatin DNA as template. Hybridisation of 
the enzymically synthesised in vitro RNA with the condensed and 
dispersed DNA fractions in conditions of DNA excess, might reveal 
differences in the template DNA and the cRNA transcribed from it. 
Both normal and regenerating condensed and dispersed DNA fractions 
were used as templates for cRII& synthesis in order to detect any 
change in the distribution of sequences in regenerating tissue. 
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ABBREVIATIOITS  
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid 
RHA Ribonucleic acid 
Mass Deoxyribonuclease 
Rilase pancreatic Ribonuclease from bovine pancreas 
RNase Ti Ribonuclease from Aspergillue oryzae 
HnRNA Heterogeneous nuclear RNA 
t-RIM Transfer RNA 
Ribosomal RNA 
m-RNA Messenger RNA 
cRNA complementary (enzymic) irna 
APP Adenosine 5' triphosphate 
CTP Cytidino 	5' triphosphate 
PP GuanosinO 5' triphosphate 
UTP Uridino 	5' triphosphate 
TTP Tltymidine 5' triphosphate 
Pi Inorganic orthophosphate 
PPi Inorganic pyrophosphate 
poly dAT Polymer of the deozyilucleOtides adenosine 
and 
thymidine 
GC ratio The ratio of the bases G + C to that of the 
bases A + T in a given nucleic acid 
Cot The product of the concentration of nucleotide 
souonces of the renaturing DNA (Co, in moles 
per litre) and the time of incubation(t, in 
cconda) 	Britten and Cohne (1968) 
Cot The Cot at which half the DNA is renatured 
TM Tho teiiipraturo at which half the DNA is 
denatured. 
27. 
EDTA 	 Ethylene diaiino tetracetic acid 
SLS 	 Sodium lauryl sulphate 
IqsC 	 Standard Saline citrate 
Trio 	 Trio (bydroxyniethyl) ainoniethano 
TCA 	 Trichioracetic acid 
PDA 	 Perchioric acid 
HAP 	 Hydroxylapatite (calcium phosphate) 
PPO 	 25-DiphonyloxazOle 
Dimethyl POPOP 	1, 4 bie-2- (4_methyl_5_Phenyloxazole)-BeflZenO 
28. 
BUFFERS ADD S0LI 0115 
Column Buffer 
0.311 MaCi; 0.01M Ila acetate pH 5.0. Prepared as a concentrated 
31.1 sodium chloride, 0.111 sodium acetate solution. 
Standard Saline Citrate 
0.1511 sodium chloride, 0.015 tn—sodium citrate. The pH is 
adjusted to either 7.5 or 5.0 t2ith concentrated Rd. 
Pancreatic R11aa 
Ribonucloaso A from bovine pancreas, 5 times crystallised. This 
is dissolved in 2 x SSC pH 4.5 at 10mg/mi and boiled for 5 minutes 
in a boiling water bath to inactivate any contaminating DMase. 
The solution is chilled and the pH adjusted to 7.5 with 0.lNaOH. 
TI RNaso 
Ribonuclease Ti from Asperilius orgzae in 2 x SSC at a concentration 
of either 10 0 000 or 1 1,000 units per ml. 
DMase 
Deoxyribofluoleaee I from bovine pancreas, e3.ectrophoretiCallY 
purified to free it from contaminating RNase. This is dissolved 
in 0.111 potassium acetate pH 5.0 at a concentration of 2mg/mi. 
Toluene—PPO POPOP counting fluid for 32, and 
14 C 
Contains 12.5g PPO (2, 5_DipheflYlOzaZOlO) Scintillation Grade and 
750mg ditnotbyl popop (Scintillation (trade) in 2.5 litres of Analar 
Toluene. 
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Butyl PBD-Toluene-2 ethoxyethanol counting fluid for 3H 
8g of Butyl PBD in 1 litre of Analar Toluene. 600m]. of Butyl PBD-
toluene + 400m]. 2-ethoxyethanol. 
Zinc Chloride treated Vieking Dialysis Tubing 
Dialysis tubing placed in a 64 ZnC12 solution and left for 15'. 
The tubing was washed three times with distilled water, three times 
with dilute (0.5N) HC1 and three times again with distilled water. 
The tubing was then boiled in O.OIM EDTA pH 7.0 and washed 
thoroughly 
with distilled water. 
Bovine Serum AlbumO 
Albumen (fraction v) from bovine serum was dissolved at a concentration 
of 5mg/mi in lOOml distilled water. 
1.2M phosphate Buffer 








Bovine Serum Albumen 
HAP (Calcium phosphate) 	 Kodak 
DiethyloxidOfOrzflate 
32 orthophoepliate 
3H uridine triphosphate 	Radiochemical Centre, Aiuerabam. 
thymidine 
adenosine triphosphato 
Male albino rate 	 Small Animal Breeding Station, 
Bush House, Edinburgh 
Otoid Filters 
Dulbecco Saline 	 Oxoid Ltd. London 
Sephadex 	 Pharmacia 




Butyl PBD 	 Ciba Ltd 
Pop 	 Packard Ltd. 
POPOP (Scintillation) 
4th the zcption of the materials abovep all chemicalo tiers 
obtained as IAnlarD grade reagents from British Drug Houses Ltd. 
32. 
(i) preparation of Nuclear D1T 
1 • Male rats, body weight 170 gram (± 15g) were starved overnight, 
and killed by decapitation. 
Nuclei were prepared from the rat livers by a modification of 
the method of Chauvsau, Moulc and Roviller (1956). The livers 
were removed and placed in ice-cold 0.25M sucrose; 0.0251.1 Xci; 
0.051-1 Trio-Ml pH 7.5; 4mM flgC12 , blotted, weighed and homo-
Genissd at 4°C in 10 volumes 2.21-7, sucrose; 30 IIl2 	
a 
glass teflon homogeniser. 
The homogenate uas spun for 1 hour at 0 °C in the 8 x 50 rotor 
of the IISE superspeed 65 Ultracentrifuge at 32,000rpm. 
DNA was prepared from the nuclei by a modification of the 
method of Birnetiel, Wallace and Fischbsrg (1966) which is 
derived from that of Marinur (1961). The nuclei were lysed in 
jr, SLS; 0.1I1 NaCl; 0.0IN Trio-HC1 pH 7.5 at 20 °C; 10mM EDTA. 
One-tenth volume 31-1 Tris pH 8.3 and one quarter volume 5I1 
NaC104  were added and the DNA was deprotoiniSed by ahldng 
with an equal volume of 1:1 chloroform: redistilled phenol. 
The suspension was cleared by centrifugation and the interphase 
and phenol phase re-extracted with an equal volume of 11-1  
sodium porohiorate, 0.2511 Trio. 
The pooled aqueous phases were then extracted with an equal 
volume of 1:1 chloroform: phenol and centrifuged at 8,000rp 
in the GSA rotor of the orvall for 10 minutes. 
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The aqueous phase was placed in ZnC12 treated Visking dialysis 
bags and dialysed against 3 changes of 0.1 x SC and then against 
2 x SSC. 
The dialysed solution was then treated with 50igJ 'ml of 
pancreatic RNase and 4 units/ml of Ti RNase at 370C for 2 hours. 
400ig/mi of Pronase were added and the incubation continued 
for a further 2 hours. 
The solution was doproteinised with an equal volume of 1:1 
chloroform phenol. Shaken by hand for 10 minutes and 
centrifuged at 8,000rpm in the GSA rotor of the Sorval. 
The aqueous phase was re-extracted with an equal volume of 1 :1 
chloroform: phenol. 
2he aqueous phase was dialysed exhaustively against 2 x SSC 
to remove nucleotides, chloroform and phenol. 
The DNA solution was then treated with a second cycle of lUlase 
pronase digestion (repeat of steps 8-10). 
The solution was then dialysed exhaui3tivoly against 0.1 n SSC 
and the DITA concentrated by centrifugation at 32,000rpm for 
16 hours in the 8 x,50 rotor of the £.ISE superspeed 65 Ultra-
centrifuge. 	_,,Ile pellets were resuspended in a snail volume 
of 0.1 x S3C pH 7.0. 
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(2) Preparation of Nuclear RITA 
5 male rats, body weight  170 gram (± 1 5g) were starved overnight 
and killed by decapitation. 
The livers were removed and nuclei purified as described in 
Section 1 steps 2 and 3. 
The nuclei were lysed in 1 SLS, 0.11.1 NaCl 0.011 ,1 Trio-HC1 p11 7.5; 
103211 EDTA and the solution deprotoinised by extraction with an 
equal volume of chloroform; redistilled phenol. The solution 
was shaken by hand. for 10 minutes and centrifuged, at 8,000rpm 
in the G3A rotor of the Sorvall. 
The phenol phase and interphase were re-extracted with 0.111 
NaC1, 0.0111 Tris-HC1 10mM EDTA. Shaken for 10 minutes and 
centrifuged at 8,000rpm. 
The pooled aqueous phases were re-eztractod with an equal 
volume of 1:1 chloroform: phenol. 
The nucleic acids were precipitated from the aquoQus phase by 
the addition of one tenth volume of 211 sodium acetate p11 5.0 
and 2 volumes of absolute alcohol. The solution uras placed 
at -200C for a minimum of 1 hour. The nucleic acids were 
pelleted by centrifuging at 10,000rpm for 10 minutes in the 
Sorvall. 
The pellet was resuspended in 5Q331.1Tris-RC1 pH 7.5, 7mM "9 012*  
50ig/ml of electrophoretically pure DNase was added and the 
solution incubated for 30 minutes at 370C. 
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S. The solution jaa otracted. with 10 chloroform: phenol, shaken 
for 10 minutes by hand and centrifuged at 10,000rpm for 10 
minutes. The aqueous phase was re-extracted with 1:1 
chloroform: phenol. 
The RNA was precipitated from the aqueouS phase by the addition 
of )'io volume 2K sodium acetate pH 5.0 and 2 volumes of 
absolute alcohol. 
The centrifugal pellet was dissolved in 2m1 of 0.31•I NaC1; 
0.0111 sodium acetate and passed through a 2.5cm x 45cm (bed 
volume 200ial) column of Sephadex SPa 50 to free the RNA. from 
nucleotides and oligonucleotides. Fractions were eluted with 
0.311 NaCI, 0.0IM sodium acetate. 
The UI! absorbancy of each fraction was examined in the Beckman 
DB Spectrophotometer at 260, 280 and 320 nanometers. 
The peak fractions from the column were precipitated with 2 
volumes of absolute alcohol placed at .20 0C for 1 hour and 
centrifuged, at 10,000rpm for 15 minutes. The pellets were 
redissolved in a small volume of 0.1 m 35C p11 7.0. 
(3) Taste fo purity of D1TA 
1. Initially, the purity of the DNA was checked by examining its 
ultraviolet absorption spectrum in a epectrophotonioter 




A . Nethocl 1 for radioactively labelled DNA 
The DNA was tested by digestion with Dliaso and RNase. Four 
aliquots of DNA in 5061 Trio; 7mM MgC1 2 were prepared.. To 
two of these aliquots, 20.ig/ml of e].ectrophoretically pure 
DNase were added and all the samples were incubated. at 37 °C 
for 20 minutes. 
4 aliquots of the DNA in 2 t SSC were prepared and the samples 
were placed in a boiling water bath for 6 minutes and quenched 
ice. Two of the samples were digested. with 2010/ml of 
pancreatic RNaee and the remaining tubes served as controls. 
All the samples were incubated at 37 0C for 30 minutes. 
All the samples were precipitated by the addition of 500.tg of 
Bovine Serum Albumen and then 50 TCA to a final concentration 
of 1(. The samples were—allowed to stand for 20 minutes and 
filtered onto GF/C glasafibro filters, each kbe washed 5 
times with 5 TCA and filtered, and the filters were dried in 
a vacuum oven. 
Samples in which the RNA was labelled with 3Hwere digested. 
with 0.4m1 of 0.88 e.g. ammonia for 2 hours and then counted in 
1 Omi Butyl PBD—Toluene2 othocyothanol. To samples labelled 
with 32k, or C, lOm]. of Toluene based scintillation fluid were 
added.. All samples were counted in a Packard Tricarb Liquid 
Scintillation Counter 3320. 
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6. As an alternative to UTase and DNase digestion, 4 aliquots of 
the solution were prepared, and 2 were made O.3L1 with KOHI 
All the samples were taken to the same volume and incubated 
at 37°C for 1 hour. The samples were then precipitated with 
BSA and iCA as in sections 3.4 and 3.5. 
B. For non-icotopicaUy labelled DNA 
7 • The optical density of duplicate samples containing approximately 
50ig/mi of DW. was measured in the Beckman DB Spootrophotoiaeter 
at 260 and 320nra. 
One tenth volume of 6N KOH was added to each DIJA sample and to 
the water blanks • The samples were incubated at 37 °C for 
1 hour. A volume of 70 perchioric acid equal to that of 
the KOH was added to each sample. The samples were mixed and 
allowed to stand. for 20 minutes in ice. 
2he precipitate of potassium porchlorate and DNA was centrifuged 
in the HB4 rotor of the Sorvall at 10,000rpm for 15 minutes. 
The .supernatants were carefully decanted into clean tubes and 
the absorption spectrum of the supernatant8 at 26On were 
read against that of the water blanko. 
Only DNA samples having negligible contamination by alkali-labile 
or cold acid-soluble raterial were used in experiments. 
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(4) I:qthods for tsn- tho 
I1i'ase sensitivity of RA 
I • .he ultraviolet absorption spectrum of the rat liver RUA 
solution i7as ezainined 
- 2 
260 '28O - 
A. Contamination by alkali - resistant radioactively labelled 
material tested by XOR dijestion 
Four aliquots of the v.uq.l solution were taken, and two samples 
made with 0.31 with KOH. All the samples were adjusted to 
the same volume and incubated at 370C for 1 hour. 
After the incubation 500.tg of yeast carrier RNP. or 500tg of 
bovine serum albumen were added and all the samples were 
adjusted to 10, TCA with 50, TCA. The precipitated samples 
wore allowed to stand. for 20 minutes and were collected by 
filtering through 3cni ozoid filters or GP/C glasefibre discs 
under gentle vacuum. Each tube was rinsed 5 times with 5, 
TCA and the filters then washed with 20inls of 5 TCA. Ooid 
filters were dried with 1:1 alcohol ether, and ether and 
glassfib2e discs dried in a vacuum oven for 30 minutes. The 
discs were counted as described in Section 3.5. 
B. RiTaseath Diaas digestion of isotopicallylablled RNA 
An estimate of the purity of an I{IIA preparation and the amount 
of RNA in a double stranded state was gained by pancreatic 
RiTase digestion of the samples with heating and quenching. 
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Heating of doublo strand.ed. RITA denatures it and if rapidly 
cooled and then subjected to RIaae digestion, all the 1A is 
susceptible to digestion in contrast pith u.ndonatured double 
stranded RNA tthich is resistant to pancreatic RNaeo. 
A solution of the RNA to be tested vra divided into 12 aliquots. 
8 aliquots were adjuated to a salt concentration of 2 z S3C and 
4 of these samples were placed in a boiling tiater bath for 6 
minutes, then quenched in ice. 2 of the boiled samples tiers 
digested tiith 20g/ml of heat treated pancreatic iUcse and the 
remaining 2 samples served as treated control tubes. 2 of 
the 4 untreated tubes were treated with RNase and the 2 
remaining tubes as their controls. All samples tiers incubated 
at 370C for 30 minutes. 
The remaining 4 aliquots tiers made MI tiith respect to I9Cl 2 
and 50m1 with Trio—HC1 pH 7.5 at 300C. 2 samples were 
treated with olectrophorstically pure DNasO and the two samples 
and 2 controls were incubated at 37°C for 20 minutes. 
All the samples were precipitated uith B3A and TCA at the 
end of the incubation period as described in Section 3.4 and 
prepared for liquid scintillation counting as described in 
Section 3.5. 
The presence of TCA precipitablo counts in the denatured 
RNase treated samples indicated contamination of the RflA 9 
whilst the proportion of counts in the unboiled. RTase 
heated samples as a percentage of the total number of counts 
indicated the amount of double stranded RNA in the original solution. 
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(5) Sonicatiofl and Purification of DNA for flenaturation and 
ybridieatiOfl 
DNA prepared by two cycles of RNaee - pronase treatment and 
in which there was negligible contamination by alkali-labile 
material (atorials and Methods, Sections 1 and 3) was 
suspended at a concentration of 500g/ml in 0.1 x SSC. 
15m1 aliquots of this solution were placed in glass vials, 
and the vials placed in ice baths. Each aliquot was sonicated 
for pulses of 15 seconds with intervals of 2 minutes between 
pulses to a total of 1.5 minutes 3onication with a Dawe 
eonicat:or set at position 8. 
After sonication, the DNA was precipitated by the addition of 
2 volumes of absolute alcohol and 1 /10 volume of 21VI sodium 
acetate pH 5.0 and placed at -200C for a minimum period of 
2 hours. 
The precipitated DNA was centrifuged at 10,000rpm for 15 
minutes in the 1134 rotor of the 3orvall. The pellet of DNA 
was taken up in 2ml of column buffer (0.314 NaCl, 0.0114 sodium 
acetate). 
20mg of DIR were loaded onto each 2.5 x 45cm column of S?c50 
Sephadex. The DNA was eluted with column buffer and the 
optical density of each 2.5nil fraction collected was examined 
at 260, 280 and 320 nanometers in the Beckman DB Spectro-
photometer. The peak fractions were pooled and precipitated 
with 2 volumes of absolute alcohol and stored at -20°C. 
41. 
(6) Assaya for DNA, 71,NA and 11rotein in the chromatin fractions 
DNA 	Diphenylamine reaction 
DNA was assayed by the diphenylamine reaction derived from 
that of Giles and Myers (1965) which in turn is a modification 
of the method of Burton 1952; 1956. 
RNA - Orcino]. reaction 
RNA was assayed by methods of Schneider (1957) and Volkin 
and Cohne (1954). 
Protein 	Lowry method for protein determination 
The method of Lowry (1951) was used. 
(7) Melting Curves of DNA samples (Optical Denaturation) 
1. 2.5m]. samples of the DNA solutions containing about 50.zg/ml 
of DNA (1 OD( 2 )) of the test DNA in a salt concentration 
of 0.1 x ssc (Na equivalent = 0.0195N) were placed in 
quartz ouvettes with a 10mm light path. 
2 • The melting experiments were performed in a Unicam SP800 
spectrophotometer fitted with an SF825 sample changer and 
thermostatically controlled heat block. The cuvettes were 
placed in the block and the ultraviolet absorption spectrum 
of each sample recorded from 320 to 230nm at 30°C. (The 
temperature in the block was measured by means of a thermister 
placed in the 4th cuvotte containing a solution of 0.1 x ssc). 
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The extinction of each sample at 260nm was recorded on a chart 
three times at 5 minute intervals. After the third reading 
the temperature in the block was raised. (2he temperature 
was controlled by means of a Julabo Parathorm mercury contact 
thermometer). The rise in temperature was 3 °C every 15 minutes. 
The ultraviolet spectrum of each sample at wavelengths from 
320-230nm was drawn at 150C intervals to ensure that there 
was no change in the background reading (320nm). In some 
cases the whole (e:1i) of the DNA was measured by recording 
the spectra of each DNA instead of measuring the extinction 
at 260nm. 
The melting curve was plotted by calculating the extinction 
at 260nm for each temperature as a percentage of the final 
denatured E260 value. 
(8) Fractionation of rat liver chromatin by a method modified from 
that of Fren3ter.i(164) 
Male albino rats body weight 170 gram ( 15g) were partially 
hopatect3iniae(t according to the method of Higgins and 
Anderson (1931). 
19 hours after hepatectomy, the animals were killed by 
decapitation, the livers removed and any necrotic tissue 
discarded. Nuclei were prepared from the livers by the 
method described in materials and methods section 1.2 and 1.3. 
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The purificci nuclei wore washed twice with a solution containing 
0.251-1 sucrose 0.0031-1 UgC12 and the nuclei were pelleted by 
centrifugation at 600g in the SS34 rotor of the Sorvall between 
each wash. 
The nuclei were then washed three times with a solution 
containing 0.187511 sucrose, 0.0211 glucose, 0.02511 Trio—HC1 
pH 7.1, 0.12811 NaCl, 0.0033NgC1 2 and then with two washes of 
0.0111 Tris pH 7.1, 0.003311 NgC12 and finally 1 wash with 
0.0111 Trio ph 7.1, 3inN Cad 2 . 
The nuclei were suspended in 0.2511 cation free sucrose and 
allowed to swell for 10 minutes. 15ml aliquots were placed 
in glass vials and the vials placed in ice baths, and the 
nuclei were sonicateci with a Dave sonicator. 
After sonication for the required period of time, the solution 
was filtered through cheesecloth and then spun at lCOxg for 
5 raixmtcs in the Sorvall to pellet whole nuclei and membranes. 
The supernatant from the I OOzg spin was centrifuged at 1 ,000xg 
for 10 minutes in the 6S34 rotor of the Sorvall. The pellet 
from this fraction was -termed 'heterochromatn' by Frenstor 
et .al, but in thece experiments it is termed the ,000g 
condensed fraction'. 
The supernatant from the 1 ,000xg spin was centrifuged at 3 ,000xg 
for 30 minutes. The pellet was the intermediate fraction of 
chromatin. 
The euparnatant from the 3,000g spin u=s centrifuged at 78,000x3 
in the Spinco Liodol L Ultracentrifuge in the 	30 rotor. The 
pe].lot from this centrifugation uac termed the 78,000mg 'dieperoed' 
chroinatin .( euohroxriatin of Freneter). 
The supernatant was made lOmfl tiith respect to either Cad 2 
or I41gC12 , and the particles produced were recovered, by 
centrifuging at 1,000mg for 10 minutes. 
The pellete of each fraction ;ero resuspended in a medium 
suitable for the subsequent procedure. For example,, 1, 3I 
0.11 NaC1 0.011. Trs 0.011-1 EDTA for the purification of DNA 
from the chromatin fractions. 
(9) Fractionation of chromatin by a modification of the method of 
Yaemineh and Tunis (1969) 
I • For emperinients upon normal animals, male rats were starved 
overnight and killed by decapitation. Alternatively, in 
oxporimento involving regenerating liver, animals tioro partially 
hopatcctomiecd according to the method of Higgins and Anderson 
(1931) and killed 19 hours after hepatectomy. 
2. The livers were removed, placed in 0.25iI sucrose, 0.025I1, KC1, 
0.051.1 Tris—HCl, 4mLI 1-I612 . Nuclei vrero then purified from 
the livers by the method described in Naterials and Llothods 




,,he purified nuclei tiers trashed three times with 0.0111iris 
PH 7.1, 0.00153i Cad 2 and recovered by centrifugation at 
7OO betusen each uash. 
4. The washed nuclei tiers then carefully resuspended in 0.251 cation 
free sucrose and allot-rod, to suoll for 10 minutoc. The solution 
of swollen nuclei uas adjusted to an OD of 1.0 at 425 nanometers. 
50 The nuclei tiers sonicated by placing 15rn1 ahiquots in glass 
viale uhicli tiers imorcod in an ice bath to prevent the 
sonicte from,  overheating and sonioating with a Dave sonicator 
sot at position 6 for short pulses of 15 seconchto a total of 
15 v 30 or 60 seconds. 
The solution was spun at 100mg for 5 minutes in the SS34 rotor 
of the Sorvahl to pellet ary whole nuclei or clumpe of nuclei. 
The supernatant was spun at 3,500mg for 20 minutes and the 
pellet from this fraction constituted the 3,500mg condensed 
chromatin fraction. 
S . The supernatant was spun at 78,000mg in the SE 8 z 50 rotor 
in the Superspeed 65 Ultracentrifuge. The pellet from this 
fraction formed the intermediate fraction. 
9. The post 78,000mg supornatant was precipitated with 2 volumes 
of absolute alcohol. The pellet obtained by centrifuging this 
precipitate is the post 78000mg dispersed chromatin fraction. 
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10. The chromatin pellets were immediately resuspended in a 
medium suitable for the subsequent extraction procedure i.e. 
0.2 SLS for RNA or 1, SLS, 0-IM NaCl, 0.01M This, O.00IM 
EDTA for DNA. 
(io) The fractionation and specific radioactivity of 
32Plabelled 
RNA from reeneratin liver 
For each experiment, 10 rats were partially hepatectomiseci 
according to the method of Higgins and Anderson (1931). 
18 hours after hepateotomy each rat was injected with 3mCi 
Of Phosphorus-32 orthophosphate (Radiochemical Centre, 
Anieraham) at high specific activity in neutralised solution. 
The animals were sacrificed 1 hour after the administration 
of the isotope, the livers removed and nuclei purified as 
described in sections 1.2 and 1.3 of ilateriale and Ilethods. 
Fractions of chromatin were prepared from the purified nuclei 
either by the method derived from that of Freuster et al 
described in 3ection 8 of flaterials and ethoda, or by the 
method based upon that of Yaamineh and tunis given in section 9. 
Experiments were undertaken in which the nuclei were sonicated 
for a total of either 5, 15, 30 or 60 seconds in the chromatin 
fractionation. 
6. The pellets from each individual fraction (isolated by either 
method) were resuspended in 2m1 of 0.1rp SLS and stirred with a 
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glass rod in an ice-bath until suspended. 
7. The solutions were made 7mN with respect to MgCl2 and mixed. 
50g/ml of eloctrophoretically pure DNase was added to each 
solution, and the solutions incubated at 300C for 10 minutes. 
S . 1 /10 volume of 3111 Tris pH 8.3 and 1/4 volume of 5fl NaC104 
were added, the solutions mixed and a volume of 1:1 chloroform: 
phenol equal to the total volume was added to each fraction. 
The mixtures were shaken for 5 minutes and centrifuged for 
10 minutes at 10 0000rpm in the HB4 rotor of the Sorvall. 
The phenol phase and interphase from each fraction were extracted 
with an equal volume of 114 NaC104 and 0.314 Tris. The aqueous 
phases of each fraction were pooled and extracted with an 
equal volume of 1:1 chloroform: phenol. 
The RNA from each fraction was precipitated from the aqueous 
phase with 2 volumes of absolute alcohol. The solution was 
then placed at -20°C for a minimum of 2 hours. 
The RNAs were pelloted by centrifugation and resuspended in imi 
of column buffer and passed through 1.5 x 30cm columns of 
Eiephadex S?050 at 4 0C. 0.5m1 fractions were eluted from each 
column, and 1 Otl aliquots from each fraction were spotted on 
Whatman filter paper discs, dried and placed in 5m1 of Toluene 
based scintillation fluid and counted in a Packard Tricarb 
Liquid Scintillation spectrometer. 
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The peak tubes of radioactivity eluted from each column iere 
pooled and precipitated with 2 volumes of absolute alcohol 
and placed at —200C. 
5-30;', sucrose gradients containing 0.111 NaC1 and 0.0511 Tria 
PH 7.5 were prepared. The RNA was resuspended in liii). of 0.114 
liaCi, 0.0511 Trio pH 7.5 and layered on the top of a 28m1 
gradient. The gradients were centrifuged at 24,000rpm for 
20 hours in the 25.1 swinging bucket rotor of the Spinco 
Model L2 Ultracentrifuge. 
0.8m1 fractions were collected from each of the gradients. 
Aliquots from each fraction were spotted on Whatman filter 
paper discs and counted as in 12.11. The optical density of 
each fraction of the gradients was read at 260 9 280 and 320 
nanometers in a. Beckman PB Spectrophotometer. 
(ii) Experiments to determine the specific radioactivity of rat 
liver nuclear DNA (both normal and regenerating) labelled 
with 3  H thvnidine 
Normal rat liver tissue was obtained after starving normal 
male albino rats overnight. Regenerating rat liver was 
obtained by partially hepatectomising male rats by the method 
of Higgins and Inderson. 
16 hours after hepatectomy, 2 hepateotoiflised animals were each 
injected intraperitoneally with 100tCi of (Methyl-2) thyinidine 
at high specific activity. Normal rats were each injected 
with 100Ci of 3H thymidine. 
3. 1 hour after the administration of the isotope the animals 
were sacri'iced and the livers removed. Nuclei were purified 
from normal and regenerating liver, and DNA prepared as 
described in Ijateriale and Methods Section 1.2 to 1.12. 
(12) preparation of 	labelled nuclear heterogeneous RNA from 
regenerating rat liver 
6 male albino rats body weight 170 grain were partially 
hepatectomised according to the method of Higgins and Anderson. 
18 hours after operation, each animal was injected intraperito-
neally with 5mCi of Phosphorus-32 orthophosphate (at a specific 
activity of 100 curios per milligram phosphorus). 
2 hours after the administration of the isotope the animals 
were sacrificed and the livers removed. Any necrotic tissue 
was discarded, and. all isolation procedures were carried out 
at 0.4°C. Nuclei were purified as described in Section 1.2 and 1-3- 
The purified nuclei were resuspended in 20m]. of 0.2 SLS and 
allowed to lyse whilst the solution was stirred gently in an 
ice bath for 5 minutes. this solution was made 7mM with 
respect to Mg and 50.'g/ml of electrophoretically pure DNaae 
was added. The mixture was stirred very gently with a glass 
rod and left for 20 minutes in ice. 
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SLS solution was added to a final concentration of 1 and 
1 /10 volume of 211 sodium acetate pH 5.0 was added. To 
this solution an equal volume of water saturated phenol was 
added and the mixturo shaken by hand. for 5 minutes • After 
centrifugation at 10,000rpm for 10 minutes in the HB4 rotor 
of the Sorvall, the aqueous phase was removed and re-extracted 
with an equal volume of water saturated phenol. 
The phenol extraction of the aqueous phase was repeated twice 
more, and the final aqueous phase was precipitated with 2 
volumes of absolute alcohol and placed at -20 0C for 16 hours. 
After centrifugation of the precipitate, the RNA pellet was 
resuspended in I ml of column buffer and passed through a 1.5 x 30cm 
column of Sephadex (1200. The column was equilibrated at 40C 
and the loading elution and collection of fractions was 
performed at 4'C. 
Two aliquots of 5 microlitros were removed from each of the 
0.5m1 fractions (eluted from the column with 0.3I1 NaC1, 
o.om sodium acetate) and spotted on Uhatman filter paper discs. 
One disc from each fraction ias washed five times in 5 TCA 
dehydrated with 3 changes of 1:1 acohol:ether and dried in 
ether. All discs were then placed in Sal Toluene Scintillation 
fluid and counted in a Packard Liquid Sc±,htillatiOn Spectrometer. 
The tubes containing the peak of TCA preoipitable radioactivity 
were pooled and the RNA precipitated with 2 volumes of absolute 
alcohol and placed at -200C. 
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The prsciitatc1 	uaa centrifuged in the TiM rotor of the 
orvall at 10,000rpm for 20 minutes and resuspended in 3m1 
of 0.005111 Trio pH 7,5 at 00C, 0.0I1.I HaC1 0 0.00111 ETDTA. 	imi 
aliquots of this RNA solution were loaded on three 28m1 5-30i 
sucrose gradients containing 0.1tI NaCl, 0.0051 Tris, 0.0011-1 
EDTA and the gradients were centrifuged in the f 25.1 rotor 
of the Beckman TTodoi L2 Ultracentrifuge at 20 1,000rpm for 10 
hours at 0°C. 
0.7m1 fractions were collected from each gradient and 101 
aliquots from each fraction pipetted onto l5hatman paper discs 
and counted. in 5inl toluene based counting fluid in tho Beckman 
Liquid Scintillation Spectrometer. The absorbance of each 
fraction was examined at 260, 280 and 320 n.nometers. The 
'pellet' from each tube was recovered by resuspending it in 
0.3m1 of 0.1 SLS. 
Having checked from the profiles of optical density and counts 
that there was no RNA breakage on the gradients all the RHA 
fractions having a sedimentation value greater than 805 were 
pooled and precipitated with 2 volumes of alcohol from a 
solution containing 0.21.1 sodium acetate and 0.5g , SLS and placed 
at —20°C. 
The precipitated RN!, was centrifuged, at 10,000rpm for 30 
minutes in the H.B4 rotor of the Sorvall and resuspended in 
0.5tal of 0.01I NaCl. The RNA was passed throui a small 
Sephadem 0100 column to desalt it and was eluted with 0- 01N TsC 1. 
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14. 2 drop fractions were collected in shallow plastic cups.and 
the radioactivity of the fractions monitored. The excluded 
peak fractions were pooled and an aliquot removed and tested 
for resistance to RNaae and DNaoe with TCA precipitation of 
the digested samples as described in Materials and Methods 
Section 4. 
(15) Renaturation of DNA 
1 • DNA was purified from normal or regenerating rat liver as 
described in Section 1. Only DNA in which there was neglijiblo 
contamination by cold alkali soluble material (tested as in 
Section 3)waa used. 
2, The DNA was sonicated to a molecular weight of about 100000 
and purified from contamination by heavy metal ions by passage 
through a Sephadex column (details of this procedure are given 
in flaterials and I-ethods section 5) 
3. Each DNA was suspended at a coentration of about 30mg/mi 
in a solution of 1/10  S.-;C. The concentration of the solution 
was determined both in neutral solution (0.1 x sac) to 
determine the native value (Extinction coefficient E 260 for 
DNA = 20) and in alkaline (0.60B) to determine the fully 
denatured value (lkaii denatured extinction coefficient = 27)0 
4 	An aliquot was removed from each DNA solution at 30D/ml to 
determine the molecular weight of the DNA. by alkaline 
sedimentation in the Beckman Nodel N analytical Ultracentrifugo. 
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CaCh Df r.zo e3mincd OVO' 3 VQ of Cot 
voo frorn Co 0.00 to a Cot of 30,000. The  rcactcn 
mjturca c taii ethor 400g/ml, I 0rag/l or 2Og/flhlof DNA 
ointa were repeated at the eano ot values  but with different 
concentration3 of DIA incubated for the appropriate period 
of time to onure that there was no difforoncea due to the 
transition from one concentration to another. 
Ronaturation from Coto 0.005 to Cot 10 were ganzrnlly undertaken 
with a DA concentration of 400iWml from Cot 3 to a Cot 10 9 000 
at 10,.g/imal and from Cot 300 to 30,000 at 20eg/IM1A per ml. 
The experiments irero cried out In very cnall :,iht1y otoppored 
pyrex tubec. The eclt concentration in each mixture yielded 
a final concentration of either I x 5C or 2 z ZSe 0 z SSC 
0.1 IJaC1 0.015t1 Ka citrate). The D& 1ae denatured by 
heatiag in a hoilinC. bath for 7 minntoa in low aalt (0.1 z 
The tubcQ ucre t 	.feifed to a garaffin annea2ir-3 bath at 
650C and after 50 Goconda equilibration (zero time) the 
appropriate a2oLuZo of concentrated (20 x JTJiC pfl 5.0) were 
added to the returation mixture to adjust the salt concentration 
to either 1 x C or: x C, cth the contents of the tube 
mixed thorouhly. vero time controlr3 were taken. 
3. The ronaturation reaction woe 2toed either by placing the 
dilute (40Qzw'mi) aennio tubes in an acetone—ice bath at ..15°C 
or by diluting the zoznlo into a iaro volume of cold dilute 
cait solution euch that the final DRA cocoitration in the 
zolution wee 5Oiml (02 = 1) in a eolution wh000 final 
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o o tiiatio o a1 ai r ,neratin,c at liver D could 
be folloroa by fac-,surinC the change in extinction at 260 nano -
mote=. At 9000 the )NA io fully denatured. 3M above 53 °C9 
oingle otranded DIIf ehow little or no hyroie. The 
rise in extinction at 2650m of the ouuplo, betueen 53°C and 
900C jj3 due to the hyperejuvnicity of the &nzbXe et'aMod 
DNA and thie is therefore a ie.uro of the amount of renaturaton 
which has taken place. 
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possible renaturation by 100 
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(14) Preparation of C2pementaxV. 
1 • DNA was purified from both normal and regenerating condensed 
and dispersed chromatin fractions and from normal and regenerating 
liver by the methods given in Sections 1 and 3, 
2, Since the nlei had been sonicated during the fractionation 
of the chromatin,, aliquote of each DNA vere taken in order to 
do melting profiles of the DNA in the Unicaim sP800 (Section 7) 
to see if the melting curve of the DNA was altered by the 
presence of single stranded. tails. Samples tore also taken 
to determine tiie molecular veight of each template DNA by 
alkaline sedimentation in the Beckman Nodal E analytical 
ultracentrifuge. 
3. Each DNA, normal conderised normal diepersed,regenerating 
condensed and regenerating dispersed was used as a primer for 
the synthesis of the corresponding cRNA using RNA polyinerase 
from Looli strain URE 600. The polymerase nas prepared by 
the method described by 	i)and, Berg c( 12 	 f1d through 
a glycerol gradient in lo salt. (The RNA polymerase was a 
gift from Dr J.0. Bishop). 
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Tritium labelled 1JP wac obtained from the Radiochemical Centre, 
.imersham, 0.0769iE.Vml at a specific radioactivity of 13,000. 
Each reaction mixture was prepared so that the incubation 
volume was 0.lml. An aliquot of 0.15m1 of the 3H UTP w.s 
placed in the preparation tube and ciJopbiliaed. Unlabelled 
UTP solution was added. The final reaction mixture contained 
0.4mM UTP, 0.89-1 GTP, ATP, OTP; 2.5mM MnC12 ; 10mM Tris-IM 
(pH 7.5 at 300C); 1.6mM speimidine, 10.tg of DNA template and 
1Otl of i.coli polymerase. 
A 2l sample was removed from each mixture at zero time and 
spotted on a filter paper disc. The mixture was incubated 
at 32°C for 30 minutes and the reaction stopped by placing the 
tube in an ice bath. A second 2il aliquot was pipetted onto 
a filter paper disc for each reaction mix and the discs were 
washed with 5 CA x 5,  1:1 alcohol:other x3 and dried with 
ether. All discs were counted in ¶oluene based liquid 
scintillation fluid to give an approximate measure of the 
incorporation over the 30 minute period. 
Each mix was diluted with 0.315m1 of 0.0th Trio 0.0114 NgC12 
after the addition of 0.05m1 of a lOpg/ml solution of E.coli 
RMA. 509/m]. of electrophoretically pure DNaso was added to 
each reaction mixture and the solutions were incubated for 15 
minutes at 370C. After the DNase treatment 21:11 sodium acetate 
PH 5.0 was added to 0.21.1 and SLS was added to 0.5. An equal 
volume of redistilled phenol was added to each mix, and the 
solution shaken by hand for 5 minutes before centrifuging at 
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10,000rpm for 10 minutes in the RB4 rotor of the Sorvall. 
The aqueous phases were removed and each was re-extracted with 
an equal volume of phenol, shaken for 5 minutes and centrifuged 
at 10,000rpm for 10 minutes. 
The ITIA In the aqueoua phase was precipitated with 2 volumes 
of absolute alcohol and resuspended in a small volume of 
o.3!j NaC1 0.0I1,1 sodium acetate. Each cR1TA was passed through 
a 1.5 x 30cm column of Sephadex SPc50. 
0.5m1 fractions were collected from each column and a 2l 
aliquot from each fraction pipetted into 5m]. of Butyl PBD-2-
ethoxyethanol-TOlUefle counting fluid. Each peak fraction of 
radioactivity was precipitated with 2 volumes of absolute alcohol. 
The RNA in each fraction was. pefleted by centrifugation ) re-
dissolved in 0.1 z 550, and tested for RNase and DNase 
sensitivity and TCA preoipitability as described in Materials 
and Methods Section 4. 
The RNA was stored at -20°C and used in the hybridisation mixture 
for hybridisation with normal and regenerating chromatin DNA 
in conditions of excess DNA. 
(15) Uybridisatiofl of 3 oRNA and 32  P nuclear heterogeneous RNA 
with fractionated chromatin DNA in conditi ons of DNA, excess 
1. These experiments utilized either the 32  P labelled nuclear 
heterogeneous RNA with a sedimentation value greater than BOS 
58. 
(rhoao prepaatiou j;ao cIecoribe in cction 12) or c:1JLo 
ynthosioed from frictionted chroatin 	 (described 
in Section 14). 
2 • DNA waa pirifiCti (from total non--al or regoavatina rat liver 
nuclei, or 1ro3 cbrocitiU fraotio 1pcd. from uorai1 and 
regenorattw ra liver by the method derived from that of 
Yaeeinoh and imie doccribcd in octiou 9) by the tcthod 
deocribed in iection 1, tooted for purity (co dezoribed, in 
section 3) and gonicatod to a aolecular ueicht of about 100,000 
(following the method 071von in Section 5). 
3 • Ixte DNLo were rooupedOd in a eall vol=e of 0.1 x 03C 
at a concentration ot? aproatolY 3g/ul and the concentrations 
wore checked both in ncutral and a21aline solutiono. Each 
flNA was bybrtLtocd to the different DNAo in vast otoessOe of 
DNA at Cot vlus from 0.005 to 20,000. At low Cot values 
(when the product of the cncentratiOfl and tiao had a low 
value) this requirad both a short tine of incubation and low 
DNf concentration. 
4. Each incubation 4-%turo contained. cither 4j,/n1, I Qm/l 
or 
20ingj'ul Of DL1i in 0.1 SC, 0.2. to SLS and a trace anount 
of the bihly labelled flIJA opooieD (loss than 0.1 
• khe  nixturos 	pieced in ail tiht1y otopor-ed pyrex taboo 
and heated in a boilina bath for 7 ninutes to denature the DILl. 
They roro thou tranofoz'red to a 65°C paraffin annealing bath 
and after 30 occon.3 equilibration the approrat azounte of 
59. 
fSC solution were added to each mix to adjust the concentration 
of salt to the equivalent of 2 x SSC (0.3911 sodium ion) and 
maintain the pH at 	 iime controls weretaken. 
The hybridisation reaction of the dilute samples, (4001g/m].) 
was stopped by immediately transferring the tubes to an acetone 
ice bath at 150C. The more concentrated incubation mixtures 
(containing 10mg and 20mg of DNA per ml) which were incubated 
for much longer periods were overlaid by a small drop of liquid 
paraffin to prevent evaporation. Aliquots uore removed from 
these hybridisation mixes at the required times for each Cot 
value, immediately diluted into a large volume of 2 x SSC at 
40C and placed at —200C. 
From each of the hybridisation samples, four Sml aliquots were 
prepared. To two of these samples, 20/ml of pancreatic 
RNase were added and the duplicate RIase samples and controls 
were incubated at 37 0C for 30 minutes. 
The four aliquots of each sample were transferred to an ice 
bath, 500i9 of bovine serum albumen were added to each tube 
&s carrier and all the samples were precipitated by the addition 
of 50,. TCA to a final concentration of 10. The samples were 
allowed to stand for 20 minutes and then collected by filtration 
upon 2.5cm glausfibre (GF/C) discs washing each tube 5 times 
with 5 TCA and then washing each filter With 30ia]. of 5,- TCA. 
The glasefibre filters were dried in a vacuum oven for 30 
minutes. For hybridisation reactions in which the R1A was 
60. 
isotopically labelled with phosphorus-32, 10m). of Toluene 
POPOP-PPO counting fluid were added. For tritium labelled 
illA the filters were digested with 0.4m1 of specific gravity 
0.88 ammonia for 2 hours, and then 10m). of Butyl PBD k~,rToluene -  
2-. ethoxyothanol counting fluid were added. All the samples 
were then counted in a Packard Tricarb Liquid Scintillation 
Spectrometer Model 320. 
10. The extent of hybrid or duplex formation is measured by the 
proportion of ?Jlaae resistant counts in the duplicate Rilase 
treated sample3 expressed as a percentage of the total count s  
in the untreated control samples, and can be plotted against 
the product of the initial DNA concentration and the time 
(cot). It is usually more convenient to plot the percentage 
hybridisation against the logarithm of the Cot according to 
the convention suggested by Britten and Kohne (1968). 
(16) Analrtioal caesium chloride, equilibrium density centrifugation 
of DXk derived from fractionated rat liver chronmtin 
1 • Chromatin was fractionated by the derivation of Yasmineli and 
Yunis' method (following the procedure described in Section 9). 
DNA was purified from each fraction by the method described in 
Section 1 of Materials and Methods and tested for RNA contamina- 
tion by the method given in Section 3. 
2. Solid caesium chloride (B.D.H. grade for ultracentrifuge work) 
was added to 0.7ml of each DNA. solution containing 5ig/ml of 
GL 
tho fractoiatod chro ir DNA uith 1 VO Of llicrococcu 
lsodie!ticue DNA as reference. The donrsity was brought to 
1.700g/3l and checked tiith a rofractoneter (lift, Voet and 
Vinograd, 1961). 
3. The solutions rere centrifuged to equilibrium (22 hours) in 
a Beckman Model E analytical ultracentrifuge at 44 9000rpm 
at 25°C. The banding patterns tTere recorded photographically 
and traced from the photographs rith a Joyce-Loebi miorodensi-
tometer and the buoyant density of each peak was calculated. 
(.iandel, Schuldkraut and IIaraur, 1968). 
62. 
RESULTS 
Fractionation of Chromatin 
a) Method of Frenster tt A (1963) 
Frenster, Alifrey and I4iralcy (1963) developed their method of 
chromatin fractionation using calf thymus lymphocytes. When this method 
was applied directly to rat liver, the purified nuclei were refractory 
to sonication. This was remedied by substituting magnesium for 
calcium during the purification of the nuclei. Washing the nuclei 
after purification with small amounts of calcium in the washing 
solution (3mM) also affected the fractionation. Experiments were 
carried out in which nuclei were prepared in the presence of 
magnesium, but the final washes of the nuclei before sonication varied 
from three washes with magnesium to three calcium washes • The samples 
were then sonicated and fractionated in the usual way. dashing with 
calcium increased the amount of material in the condensed fraction and 
reduced that in the dispersed fraction. With two or three calcium 
washes a great deal of material could be precipitated by very gentle 
centrifugation (100 x g) indicating that the nuclei had been poorly 
disrupted. 
In a second series of experiments, I investigated, the effect of 
varying the time of sonication. Typical results are shown in Table 1. 
As the sonication time was increased, the amount of material in the 
condensed fraction fell and the amounts on the other fractions increased 
accordingly. The results obtained by this method were rather variable. 
In an attempt to increase reproducibility, I introduced a final calcium 
wash before sonicating the nuclei. This treatment had the effect of 
Table 1 
The effect of sonication on the fractionation of rat liver chromatin isolated by a method derived-from that of 
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eliminating the particle fractions. 
Breakage by shearing was investigated as a possible alternative 
to sonication. Even at a high rate of shear and after one hour of 
treatment most of the material remained in the condensed chromatin 
fraction (Table 2). A long time of treatment is undesirable because 
of the degradative changes which occur. The sonication procedure was 
therefore adopted despite the variability of the results obtained., and 
in succeeding experiments using the Frenster method, a sonication 
period of 5 seconds (as described by Frenater) was used. 
Specific activities of DNAs from chromatin fractionated by Frenster methods 
Frenster eta]. (1963) reported that when isolated calf thymus 
lymphocyte nuclei were incubated in vitro with radioactive nucleiacid 
precursors, and chromatin fractionation subsequently carried out, the 
tl euchromatinfl  fraction contained a significantly greater number of 
counts in both DNA and RNA than the "hoterochromatifl" fraction. 
Frenster' a explanation of this difference is that the "euchroznatin t ' 
jethe 'active' fraction in contrast to the repressed fraction or 
"heterochroniatifl". 
I examined the specific activities of the condensed and dispersed 
chromatin DNA from rat liver prepared by the modification of Frenster' s 
method to see whether similur marked differences in specific activity 
could be obtained. All the experiments reported here used in vivo 
labelling of the rat liver DNA and 'NA. Initially, normal rats were 
used for study and injected with 32 orthophoaphate in amounts from 
1.0 to 3.5 millicuries per rat for varying periods of tine. In 
normal rats, even when labelled with these large amounts of 
specific radioactivities of only 2 to 10 counts per minute per 
Table 2 
The effects of sonication and stirring on the fractionation of rat liver chromatin isolated by a method derived 
from that of Frenster et al (1963) using± an additional calcium wash 
Time of 
treatment 
Neasuremerxt 100 x g 
fraction 
Condensed 
1,000 x g 
Intermealate 
3.000 x g 
Dispersed 
78,000 x R 
Sonication 
for 5 sees 
position 6 
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microgram of DNA were obtained (see Table 3). There were no apparent 
differences between the fractions and attempts were therefore made to 
resolve this problem by changing certain conditions of the system. 
Regenerating liver is much more active in both DNA and RNA 
synthesis than normal liver. A preliminary investigation of this 
system was made by determining the specific radioactivity of the 
32 
regenerating liver DNA I to 2 hours after administering 	ortho- 
phosphate. rhe orthophosphate was injected at times varying from 
13 to 19 hours after partial hepatectomy. At times up to 17 hours of 
regeneration with I to 2 inillicurie per rat there was rather little 
incorporation, but at 19 hours of regeneration, a much greater amount 
of incorporation was found if each animal was given 5mCi of 32  P 
(see Table 41 1OOCi tritiated thnnidine (at very high specific 
activity) was administered to both normal and hepatectomised animals 
to see if sufficiently high specific activities could be reached using 
as an alternative to the large quantities of 32P. It was found 
that the total nuclear DMI extracted from normal liver had a specific 
activity of only 2.5 counts per minute per microgram and for 19 hour 
regenerating liver total nuclear DNA the specific radioactivity was 
only 3.5 counts per minuto per microgram, thus excluding the use of 
tritiated thymidine for this purpose. 
The minimum number of hepatectomised animals used in each 
fractionation experiment was 6, and the amount of isotope and number 
of animals which could be handled were limiting factors in the 
experiments. Fractionation according to the method derived from 
that of Frenster et al (1963) (tlaterials and Methods, Section a) 
yielded a condensed fraction which was the pellet from a 1,000 x 9 
Table 3 
Investigations upon normal rat, liver DNA and ItNJ fractionated byr the 
Frenster procedure after labelling with 32  P orthophosphate 3.5mCi 
per animal for one hour 
100 x g Condensed mt. Dispersed 
Measurement fraction 1,000 x g 3,000 x g 78,000 x g 
DNA Specific activity 
—1 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.6 cpm pg 
DNA 31.2 32.7 15.2 20.9 
RiTA Specific activity 
90.8 85.1 77.9 103.3 
c 	pg-1 
RNA 29.3 30.4 18.1 22.2 
ER0TEIN 
Protein 31.1 252 21.0 22.7 
Table 4 
The incorporation of 32  orthophosphate into DNA of rgenerating rat liver chromatin fractionated according to 
the method derived from that of Frenster et al (1963) 
Regeneration 
Time 
Label 100 x g 	Condensed 	Interm. 	Dispersed 






0.17 0.23 0.27 0.49 
ipecific activity 
cPM Vg -1 














2.3 2.2 2.4 2.6 
Specific activity 
-1 
42, 24 12 22; DW 
xpt. 4 
16-17hrs 
1 hour.  
2mCi/rat 
11.5 10.9 10.0 10.1 
Specific activity 





80.8 94.1 81.6 80.9 
Specific activity 
crM Mg  —1 
65.5 22.2,' 5.3>: -7.0, DNA 
650 
spin and a dispersed chromatin fraction which was the pellet resulting 
from 60 minutes centrifugation at 78,000 a g, The values for the 
specific racltoaotivities of the DIA of the chromatin fractions can be 
seen in Table 40 There is very little difference between the spacific 
activities of the condensed and dispersed chromatin fractions at any 
stage of regeneration up to 19 hours. 
pecific activiLfjNi from fractionated - chromatin 
The specific radioactivity of the RNA associated with each 
chromatin fraction was examined. The purity of the RNA preparations 
was checked by K0H digestion and all the counts were found to be 
alkali labile. The specific activities of the RNA of different 
fractions can be seen in 2able 5, The difference in specific 
radioaotiv'ities between the condensed and dispersed, fractions was 
negligible and it was concluded that this proced Qi not 
effectively_aeparat conense&,ad dps& chromatin RNA 
b) The method of Yasmineh and Tunis 
Specific actiy of D from chromatin fractionated kZ a modification
of the method of Yasmineh and Yuxiis (j99j 
An alternative uethod of fractionation was attempted 9 based upon 
that used by Yasmirieh and Yunio (1969) described in Materials and tethods 9 
section 9. In the initial eperimente with this technique, 5niCi of 
52 P were administered to each animal 18 hours after partial hepatectoniy 9 
and at 19 hours after operation the livers were removed. The nuclei 
were sonicatod for 15 or 30 seconds prior to fractionation. ;lith 15 
seconds sonieation 9  there was a considerable difference between the 
condensed fraction (3,500 x g fraction, corresponding to the 
TablQ. 
Spec ficradiQ tivitv o RA from normal rat liver chromatin 
fractionated by the method derived from Frenater et al (1963) 
KeaMLrement 100 x R 	Condeneod. Intermediate 21U.ersedd  
1.000 m M22-ILE 7 000 	R 
Specific activity of 204 	186 128 199 
RNA in cpm tj 




Each animal was injected with 5mCi of 32P- orthophosphate and 
eacrificed one hour later. 
66. 
"heterochronatiflY' of Yasmineh and Tunis) and the DNA of the dispersed 
fraction (supernatant from the 76,000 x g centrifugation precipitated 
uith alcohol - the uchroatifl' fraction). After 30 seconds 
sonication, the difference uas even more marked, and iith a sonication 
time of 60 seconds, the difference appeared to be increased slightly. 
The amounts of DLA in each fraction and the specific activities of 
each D!A uere measured. The results are shotqn in Table 6. An 
obvious disadvantago of the soriication procedure is that it causes 
degradation of the MIA. There is a compromise state which can be 
achieved in chromatin fractionation in ubich the sonication of the 
DNA is sufficient to effect separation of the condensed from the 
dispersed fractions without causing complete degradation of the 
nucleic acids. Obviously in certain 
conditions of sonication, the 
fractionation is only partial. With respect to the specific 
activity 
of the DNA, the criterion of fractionation is an observable difference 
uhilt the DNA still remains TCA precipitable. For experiments on 
the specific activity of 1MIA, sonication of the nuclei could be 
continued for a total of several minutes and TCA precipitable DNA 
still obtained. 
Studies on the RNA from chromatin fractionated bL the method derived 
from Yasminch and Yun 
tJhen the fractionation of chromatin is considered in terms of the 
association of RNA with the fractions, different conditions are required 
since the sonication causes the breakage of RNLk and its dissociation 
from the chromatin. The succeeding experiments not 
only investigated 
the specific radioactivity of the RNA associated with each fraction, 
Table 6 
The incorporation of 32P orthophosphate into DNA of 19 hour regenerating rat liver ciromatin fractionated by the 
method derived from that of Yasmineh and Yunia ( .1969). Each animal labelled with 5ii 32P from 18-19 hours 
after hepatectomy 
Time of Sonication Measurement Condensed mt. 
3,500 x_g 78,000 x g 
15 seconds Specific activity 74.3 88.5 
(cpm 	1) 
DNA 29.2 48.0 
30 seconds Specific activity 66.9 86.5 
(cpm 	—1) 
> DNA '22 .2 54.5,". 
30 seconds Specific activity 69.6 100.6 
(c 
DNA 26.4 47.9,: 
60 seconds Specific activity 64.9 98.2 
(cpm 	gl) 
DNA 17.1 47.1, 
Dispersed 










but also provided inforzration about the sedimentation properties of 
the different species of RITA associated with each chromatin fraction. 
The DITA specific activity experiments indicated that the use of 
hepatectomisod rats labelled. with 5mCi of 32 P per animal 18 to 19 
hours after operation should give sufficient incorporation. The 
purified rtNA from each fraction uas examined by centrifugation on 
sucrose gradients.. The amount of RNA and the specific radioactivity 
of each fraction of the gradient was determined.. 
In the first experiments, nuclei were sonicated for 30 seconds  
prior to fractionation and purification of the RNA. The profiles 
(both in 0D260  and counts) of the gradients from the condensed, 
intermediate and dispersed chromatin fractions are shom in Figures 1, 
2 and 3. The condensed chromatin was associated with RNA which had 
sedimentation characteristics very similar to those observed for 
ribosomal RNA, the two major peeks having sedimentation values of 
approximately 288 and 188. These peaks could not be observed in the 
edimentatiOfl profile of the RMA from the dispersed chromatin fraction 
and it appeared that a major portion of the radioactivity in this 
dispersed fraction was contributed by a species of RN! uhich had a 
very high sedimentation value (calculated as greater than 808). 
This is thought to correspond to the nuclear heterogeneous or giant 
RNA. The specific radioactvities of the gradient from each fraction 
of RN! are plotted together in Figure 4 to allow comparisons of the 
three fractions to be made. The intermediate fraction appears to be 
a mixture of the IUTA species present in the condensed and dispersed 
fractions. 
k21 to Firc.j 
profile of sucrose 	 cut of 32 lbollcdPIi frog the 
escd cIiroiatin fton (with 
6 malo rate 'rero each labelled. with 5mCi of 32p 18 hours after 
bopatotoxr and eacrificod 19 hour after operation. Chroatin was 
fractionated from the reenoz'atin rat liver according to the method 
derived from that of Yagmineh and Yunis (1969) as described in 
Iaterials and Methods Section 9, The nuclei were sonicated for 30 
seconds prior to fractionation. RNA was purified from the condensed. 
fraction (see IIaterials and Ilethods Section 10) and ceutrifucd on a 
5.30 sucrose gradient in the J25.1 rotor of the Beckman i!Iodel L2 
ultracentrifuge for 20 hours at 0 0C. 0.8ml fractions were collected. 
and 0.4m1 of P120  was added to each fraction. Radioactivity was 
measured by spotting 0.lml aliquots on filter paper discs which were 
TCA washed, dried and counted in a Packard Tricarb Liquid Scintillation 
Spectrometer. Absorption at 260m was read in a Becinan DB Spectro-
photometer. 
0 	0 	counts per minute/al 
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_to Pjre 2 
Pro fib of Ducroca LgrcAiont of 32  1abo11d RNA from th78O 
intGeiato chromatin frctiojOGeconds nuclear onicbtion) 
	
Chromatin was prepared from 	 labelled 19 hoar regenorating  
rat 1ivor. RNA uas purified from the intx9aocliatb fraction of 
chromatin prepared as described in the legend to Piguro I 	Details 
of centrifugation and collection of fractions tsere identical. 
001ml aliquots uere spotted on filter paper discs which tiers TCA 
tiahd dried and counted in a Packard Tricarb Liquid Scintillation 
Spectrometer. Absorption at 200mm was read in a Beckman DB Spectro- 
photometer. 
0-0 	counts per minute/ml 
• 	e 0D260 
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U1)  
Lend to Fgtre 3 
Ofilc of cucroec 1jlt 	 iron the dispersed 
caatin fraction (30 poc 22da , nuclear sonication) 
Chromatin vas prepared from 	 labelled 19 hour renerating 
rat liver. flI(i -iae purified from the dieperoed fraction (poet 
78,000 t a aupernatant pocipitatcd with alcohol) of chromatin 
prepared as described in the le,-,end to Figure 1 	Details of centri- 
fugation and collection of fractions uero identical. 
0.lsl aliquots usro spotted on filter paper discs uhich yore TCA 
taehed, dried and counted in a Packard Trioarb Liquid Scintillation 
Spectrometer. Absorption at 260 was read in a Backman DB Spectro-
photometer. 
0-0 	counts per minute per ml 
•: 	OD 
Tube nur:b er 
4, 
4-3 











Loend to Fieure 
Profiles of the sucrogradients of the 32P labelled RNA from the 
condensed, intermediate and 	rsed chromatin fractions (Qeoonds 
ear coni catiq) 
The specific radioactivities (in counts per minute per microra 
of mii) of each tube of the condensed, intermediate and dispersed 
chromatin fractions (whose profiles in counts and 0D 260 were shoun 
individually in Figures 1 2 and 3) are shown. 
condensed fraction RNA 
O—O 	intermediate fraction RNA 
0-0 	dispersed fraction RNA 
S.. 
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A further series of experiments increasing the sonication time 
to 60 seconds was performed. The profiles from the gradients of the 
three fractions can be Been in Figures 5, 6 and 7. If the profiles 
of the fractions separated after 30 seconds sonication are compared 
with those of 60 seconds treated RNA, the breakage effects of the 
greater period of sonication can be seen. There is a small peak in 
the 60 second condensed chromatin fraction RNA which may correspond 
to the 28S ribosomal R1A. However, the whole gradient is much more 
distorted than that of the 30 second sonicated fractions. The 
60 second dispersed fraction, (the 'euohromatin' fraction of Yasmineh 
and Tunis), lacks the RHA. with a very high sedimentation value which 
was seen in the sucrose gradient profile of the 30 second dispersed 
fraction. These are effects which are most probably attributable 
to degradation with the increased sonication. 
Choice of fractionation method 
The separation achieved by the two methods was directly compared 
by fractionating chromatin from the same sample of labelled nuclei, 
both by the adaptation of Fronater's method and by the modification of 
Yasmineh's procedure. The 'results of this experiment can be seen in 
Table 7. The specific radioactivity of the DNA from the condensed 
and dispersed fractions by Yasmineh'a method show a very clear 
fractionation effect. The specific activity of the condensed 
chromatin DNA (64 counts per minute per microgram) is much lower than 
that of the dispersed fraction DNA at 95 cpm Ve l but the fractionation 
by Frenater's method on the same labelled preparation showed very 
little difference between samples; the specific activity of all the 
IeoFig 
Profile of sucrogp_r,~~4pnt of 32  P labelled RNA 	 x 
condensed chromatin fractj4th 60 seoonnucicarsonicatio) 
6 male rate viere each labelled with 5rnci of P 18 hours aftor 
hopctoctoy an o rfcod 19 hours aftor operation 	Chromatin wao 
fractionatod by the method of Yaemineh and Yunis with 60 seconds 
nuclear sonication prior to fractiOnatiOn. 	RNA was purified from 
the condensed chromatin fraction (raterialo and Methods Section 10) 
and centrifuged on a 530 sucrose gradient in thej 251 Potor of 
the Beckman lIodel L2 ultracentrifuge for 20 hours at 0 °C 	008m1 
fractions were collected 0.,4m1 of R20 added to each fraction. 
Radioactivity was measured by spotting 001ml aliquots on filter 
paper discs which were TCA washed, dried and counted in a Packard 
Scintillation Spectrometer. Absorption at 260nm was read in a 
Beckman DB Spectrophotometer. 
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Figure 5 
I22end to F i6 
o1O of sucrose ara0iont of 32P labelled RITA from the L8 n= x j 
ads nuclear son.tcation) 
Chromatin was prepared from 32  labelled 19 hour regenerating 
rat liver. RITA t;ao 	 ron the intermediate fraot±on, prepared 
as described in the Legend to Figure 5. Details of contrifugation 
and collection of fractions were identical. 
O.lml aliquots were spotted on filter paper discs which were TCA 
washed, dried and counted in a Packard Tricarb Liquid. Scintillation 
Spectrometer. Absorption at 260nm uas road in a Beckman DB Spectro-
photometer. 
0 -0 	counts per minute/ml 
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Chromatin was preprd froiii 	labeflod 19 hou-vTerpmrating rat 1.2 
iivor0 RIA wae purifiod from the dlsporsod (post 7e 000  
supQrltant precipitated rith alcohol) fraction of chromatin pparecl 
as described, in the Legend. to Figure 5, Details of centrifugation 
and collection of fractions were identical. 
O,tl aliquots were spotted on filter paper discs which were TCA 
washed, dried and counted in a Packard Trioarb Liquid. Scintillation 
Spectrometer. Absorption at 260nia was read ik a Boc1an PB Spectro-
photometer. 
0 	0 	counts per inuto/ml 
. 	. 	.01)260. 
u - ' 	7 















_32k, labefled eenotiz rat livoi, chroati_by 19 t1i laoth2& 
perived, fro 	Yaneh n Yuzzia (1969) 
derived from Frenter 	(1963) 
mt.1tbpUed wjj5j 32p,j 13-19 	oiur 	ter oatco) 
1. 	Ta&tinoll and, Yunio' rnetho4 
io of sonication 11,easurement 	 Cond-.zwcd Interned. 
3500 x a 78000 'oat 78,000 z 
30 5ec0nt13 p. act • DNA 	 69.6 100.6 91.1 
% DIM 26.4, 47.9,' 25.7 
60 seconds p. act. DLI& 	 64.9 98.2 95.0 
(cpi 	..1) 
; D1f. 	 17.3, 47.1, 35.6, 
2 • 	treneter 	method 
jrio of conication Ileasurmont 	100 x g 	Con1anod Iatciiaed. Diapor2ea 
1,000x a 72,CC0z 78,000xg 
5 seconds IST. act. DITA 	80.8 	 94.1 01.6 80.9 
(crn 	-1) 
DIU 65.5, 	 22.2/ 5,3. 
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fractions being about 80 cpm ig of DNA. The Yasxnineh and Yunis 
method also achieved, a significant fractionation of the RNA 
associated with the chromatin (see Figures 1 to 4). In all 
subsequent experiments the fractionation method derived from that 
of Yasmineh and Yunis was used. 
Determination of the buoyant densities of DNA's purifS.ed from 
fractionated rat liver chromatin 
The buoyant densities of both the condensed and dispersed 
chromatin DNAs together with those of the total nuclear DNAs as 
controls were determined both for normal liver DNA and for rat liver 
19 hours after partial hepateotorny. 
Using Niorococcus lysod.iekticus DNA(with a buoyant density of 
1.731 g. cm-3 ) as a marker, the six DNAs, normal total, condensed, 
dispersed and regenerating total, condensed and dispersed all banded. 
in the same position with reference to the marker DNA • The value for 
the buoyant density of rat mainband DNA determined by Steele (1968) 
is 1.700 g. cm'. There was no evidence of any satellite components 
in the condensed fraction of either normal or regenerating rat liver 
chromatin DNA and no deviations from the value of the buoyant density 
of mainband DNA from that of the total nuclear DNA were found in 
either the condensed or dispersed fractions. 
The optical renaturation of nuclear DNAs prepared from normal rat liver 
and 19 hour regenerating liver 
The renaturaton of total nuclear DNA from rat liver and total 
nuclear DNA from regenerating liver was examined. Data from studies 
70. 
of liver regeneration (swift, 1953; Bollum and Potter, 1959; Looney, 
1960; Looney 	1967; Bucher, 1963;) show that rat liver 19 hours 
after partial hepatectony is a very active tissue and evidence of 
preferential amplification of either the reiterated or unique 
sequences was therefore sought. The time of renaturation was chosen 
so that these investigations could be made in parallel with the in vivo  
labelling studies of the incorporation of radioisotopes during the S 
period prior to the first synchronised mitotic division of the regene-
rating liver cells. The optimum temperature for DNA-DNA ronaturation 
and DflA-RNA hybridisation is closely related to the mean melting 
temperature (Tm) of the DNA (iarmur and Doty, 1961; Nygaard and Hall, 
1964). The optimum temperature for renaturation of T DNA in 
2 x &C is about 250C below the Tm (ietmur and Davidson, 1968). The 
Tin of rat liver DNA in 2 x SSC is 96°C and the renaturation experiments 
were performed at 70°C. 
The plots of the percentage renaturation against the logarithm 
of the Cot values for both normal and regenerating DNAs are shown in 
Figure 8. The fast and intermediate fractions are taken as those 
which ronature at Cot values less than 100 whilst the slow or 'unique' 
fraction rena.turos above this Cot. An alternative method of 
estimating the renaturation of DNA utilises a hydrolapatitO column 
(NAP) which can separate reassociated double stranded DNA from single 
stranded DNA. Bishop (pore. comm.) estimates that 12j of the 
apparent optical renaturation ió due to single stranded base stacking 
and folding. This is probably responsible for the observed differences 
between optical renaturation experiments and those with HAP..,and for 
the apparent renaturation of the zero time samples of the optical 
T P 	x--tion of total rat liver nuclear  7)1,,TA. E~nd total 
DU vas puiflcd from,  tho nuclei of normal vi1e rat LLvore and from 
rotin 
 
rat liver obtcnci 19 hou 	Z'r hopztcctoy (a dcooribed 
in ::cteriale and Uothod 3cction 1). The Di ras eozicatcd and p2eccd 
through Sephadox coluxano ao described in I:aterials and tho Section 5. 
Tho DI1& was denatured by boiling and allowed to reenneal in a 
salt concentration of 2 z 5SC at a temperature of 70 °C, (for details 
see ateriale and 1lethods Sjoction 13) 
• 	 regenerating liver DN 
0-0 	normal liver Di 
























ronaturations (Bishop, 1972; Studier, 1969). 
The renaturation curves; of normal and regenerating rat liver 
DNA appear to be identical. The procesm of regeneration does not 
therefore involve any prefqrentia)!plifiCa±iofl of repeated or 
non—repeated sequences which can be detected by this method. 
rtenaturation of fractiozated regenerating rat liver chromatin DNA 
The length of time for which the nuclei were sonicated prior to 
separating the fractions was determined by the results; of the specific 
radioactivities of the tN and DNA. 	hile increasing amounts of 
sonication improved the fractionation with regard to DNA specific 
radioactivity, long sonication times had a deleterious effect on the 
chromatin structure. A sonication time of 60 seconds for the 
regenerating nuclei was chosen as a compromise. The difficulties 
of using regenerating rat liver were much greater than those with 
normal liver. At 19 hours after hepatectoiny, the mass of the liver 
is only 25; - 300 that of a normal liver. For fractionated chromatin, 
where a fraction consists; of only 2%5 of the total DNA, purified DNA 
must be prepared from 15 hepatectomised rats to yield the amount of 
DNA equivalent to that from one normal rat. Preparative fractionations 
were repeated many times to provide sufficient DNA. 
The DNA was sonicated and passed through columns of ephadex to 
remove any contaminating heavy metal lone which IIelli A  al, (1971) 
suggest may reduce the rate of renaturation. The optical 
renaturations of the purified condensed, intermediate and dispersed 
chromatin DNAu were followed over a range of Cot values; from 0.005 
to 10,000. The renaturation at each Cot plotted as a percentage 
72. 
against the log Cot can be seen in Figure 9. Using ronaturation 
conditions of a salt concentration of 1 x SSC and a temperature of 
650C with DNA prepared by the fractionation method already described, 
there uaa no apparent difference between the renaturation curves of 
DNA from the three fractions, condensed, intermediate or dispersed 
chromatin from regenerating liver. 
This would appear to suggest that no fractionation of repeated 
or unique sequences has been achieved, but the results of the 
hybridisation experiments (described later) indicate that this 
conclusion is incorrect, and that optical measurement of renaturation 
is not sensitive enough to detect the differences which exist. This 
will be discussed more fully in a later section. 
The theoEZ of hybridiation of DNA with RNA in conditions o vast 
DNA excess 
When RNA and sonicated denatured DNA are incubated together in 
solution, both DNA/DNA renaturation and DNA/RNA hybridisation take 
place. Melli et al (1971) showed that when similar concentrations 
of the DNA and RNA. sequences are present, analysis of the reaction is 
very complex, but under conditions of vast DNA excess, that is, when 
very small amounts of highly labelled RNA and very large concentrations 
of DNA are present, the DNA drawn into the DNA/RNA hybrid is negligible 
in comparison with the remaining concentration of DNA. This reaction 
may be considered as follows:— 
DNA ± DN 	duplex 	 (i) 
rnh 
DNA + RNA 	—> hybrid 	 (2) 
Legend to Fua 





r0lrncVatin rat jve- 
D1f was purified from the 3,500 x a' (condensed), the 78,000 
(intczLeiats) and the post 78 0 000 r, a' alcohol precipitate (dispersed) 
chromatin fractions. These wero prepared by the method derived from 
that of Yasminch and Yuni (1969) described, in Naterials and fletbods 
Section 9, with 60 seconds nuclear sonication prior to fractionation. 
The proportions of DA in the three fractions were:- 
17, in the condensed fraction (3,500 z 
5o; in the intermediate fraction (78 9000 
33,-'in the dispersed fraction (post 78,000 x g) 
The D1A was purified until it contained no alkali labile 
contaminating material, and was then cionicatecl (see Laterials and 
Usthoda Sections 1, 3 and 5). The DTh. from the three fractions was 
denatured by boiling and allowed to renature in a salt concentration 
of I x SC at a temperature of 650C (as described in Materials and 
Methods Section 13). The percentage renaturation at each Cot value 
was calculated for each fraction and is plotted against the logrithum 
of the Cot value. 
• 	• 	condensed fraction DIM 
o 	o 	intermediate fraction DNA 
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Uhere 4 is the rate constant for the DNA/DNA renaturation and. 	is 
the rate constant for the DNA/RNA hybridisation. 
Since the DNA/DI'tA reaction is independent of the DNA/RNA reaction:-
Rate equation for the DNA reaction (renaturation) 
dD/dt = .44 D2 
	
(3) 
Where D is the concentration of the bases in single stranded sequences 
at any time. 
Integration equation (3) so that t = 0 1, D = Co 
D/Co = 	1 	 (4) 
(14 Cot + 1) 
Rate equation for the RNA reaction (hybridisation) 
dR/d.t = .44 D.R 	 (5) 
Whore R is the concentration of RNA bases in single stranded sequences. 
Using the value of D from equation (4) and integrating equation 
() with the condition that at t = 0, R = Ro 
R =  
Ro 	(kd Cot + 1) 2/k 
 2 
Experiments with a model system of a bacterial DNA sheared to 
constant size and its homo(ogous oRNA indicated that the rate constant 
for the DNA-RNA reaction was lower than that for the DNA-RNA renaturation, 
(1e1li et al. 1971; Bishop, 1972). The analytical complexity of the 
DNA can be estimated from its hybridisation with complementary RNA 
and on the assumption that the ratio 14/k4 is 
the same for the system 
under consideration as for the model reaction, the reiteration 
frequency of multiple DNA sequences (such as ribosomal DNA) can be 
74. 
deduced by hybridising total DIL'k with the fraction of 1I complementary 
to those sequences. 
In operiiienth using nRA and cRNA, the hybridication of only 
about 50, of the 	is obsrvod. Ehore are several possible reeot*enw  
for the failure of the hybridization reaction to proceed to iOO,. 
hermal breakage of the cRVA may contribute significantly to the 
incompleteness of the reaction, for if the RNA becomes too small, 
the hybridisation reaction will not take place. 	ho thermal scission 
effect is likely to be constant for all three fractions since all 
hybridisation reactions were performed with the same salt concentration 
and temperature for the same incubation periods. Part of the hybrid 
may be susceptible to irname digestion thus reducing the apparent value 
of hybridisation. flowover, Bishop (1972) found no correlation 
between base composition in bacteria of widely differing GC content 
and the ribonucleaaa resistance of the hybridised cRNAs transcribed 
from the various bacterial templates, although Bishop 	(1972) 
have suggested that DN—RNA duplex from vertebrate nucleic acids may 
be partially sensitive to ribonuclease. In any case, this 
incompleteness of the reaction is not caused by failure to achieve 
the conditions of DNA excess because Bishop (1972) showed that varying 
the DNA—RNA ratio over a hundredfold range does not affect the result. 
Hybridisation in conditions of excess DNA provides a simple direct 
way of measuring the reiteration frequency of DNA sequences with which 
the RLIA sequences hybridise. 
Hybridisation of 32?  labelled nuclear heterogeneous RNA and fractionated 
chromatin DNA from regenerating rat liver in conditions of DNA excess 
HnRNA was prepared from 6 hopatoctoinised rats labelled for 2 
750 
hours with 5iCi 32 per rat (as described in Llaterials and Liethods 
Lcctiort 14). 2hu3 iUL' was hybridised in conditions of DNA excess with 
3 different DNAs, condensed and dispersed fractionated chromatin DITL 
(prcpared by the moth-.d modified from that of Yassinch and Yunis) and 
total nuclear DNA • All the DNA was obtained fron rat liver 19 hours 
after hepatectoziiy. Aliquots of the cane DNA solutions were used 
both for the hybridisation of the in vivo HnRNA and the in vitro 
cRNA, (the greatest drawback being that 200 rats had to be hepatecto-
mised and fractionated to obtain sufficient DNA). The molecular 
weights of the purified. sonicated DNAo were determined by Band 
Sedimentation in the Beckman Model E analytical ultracentrifuge and 
are given in Table 8. 
The final specific radioactivity of the 11111 with a. sedimentation 
coefficient greater than 80S was 80,000 cpin/g. 0.01 25.xg of 
regenerating HnRNA were used for each lOOjig of fractionated or control 
DNA, giving a DNA : RNA ratio of 8,000 to 1 • The percentage 
hybridisation at each Cot was plotted against the log Cot. Figure 
10 shows the hybridiaation of labelled. HnRNA with total nuclear DNA 
from regenerating rat liver. Very little hybridisation can be seen 
in the very fast region, most being observable in the intermediate 
and slow regions. The final value for the percentage hybridisation 
for regenerating total DNA at a Cot of 20 9 000 is 46P and this 
hybridisation curve has a Cot of approximately 220 (see Table 9). 
The hybridisation of the HnRNA with regenerating condensed 
chromatin DNA (Figure ii) shows very marked differences from the total 
curve. Whilst at low Cots (Cot i) very little hybridisation 
occurs with either DN, there is a marked inflexion of the condensed 
Table 8 
The Molecular Ueiitsof the sonicated fractionated chromatin DLTAs used 
in hybridisation exporiments deter mined by alkaline analytical 
density gradient centrifugation 
DMI 	 IIolecular Jeight 
Normal condensed 	 99 0 900 
dispersed 	 98 9000 
total. 	 133,000 
Regenerating condensed. 	 88,600 
dispersed 	 80 0,000 
total 	 99,000 
Legend to Figare10 
Hybridisation of 32P labelled HnRI3A with total nuclear DNA from 
reeeratirg rat liver in conditions of DNA excess 
32p labelled HnRNA from 20 hour regenerating rat liver was 
prspared as described in Materials and Iethode section 12. Purified 
RNA with a sedimentation value greater than 80S and a specific radio-
activity of 80,000 cpm/p.g was hybridised with total nuclear DNA 
prepared from rat liver 19 hours aster hepatectomy. DNA was extracted, 
sonicated and purified (Materials and Methods Sections It 3 and 5) and 
the molecular weight, as determined by band sedimentation in the 
Beckman Model E analytical ultracentrifuge was 99,000. 
Hybridisation was performed over a range of Cot values from 0.005 
to 20,000 using DNA concentrations of 400jg]ml, 10mg/nil and 20mg/mi. 
0 • 01 25g  of RNA were hybridised with each 1 OO1ig of DNA (the DNA/RNA 
ratio was 8,000 : 1) using a salt concentration of 2 z SSC at a 
temperature of 65°C. (Details of the hybridisation technique are 
given in Materials and Methods Section 15). The percentage 
hybridisation at each Cot was calculated from the RNase resistant 
counts in each sample as a proportion of the total TCA precipatable 

















Hybridisation of reneratin fractionated chromatin D1 tiith 32  p 
labollcd nuclear hetorooneous RN'i from reeneratjer. 
Values of Cot 
DNA. 	 RNA 	 24 
Regenerating Condensed. (Re) 
	32 P HnRNA 	450 
Regenerating Dispersed. (RD) 
	
HARM 	50 
Regenerating Total (RT) 
	 32 P HnRNA 	220 
Legend to Fixure 11 
gybria.isation of 32  labelled HnRNA with fractio nated condensed 
chromatin DNA from regenerati rat liver in conditions of DNA exces 
32 labelled HnRNA (so used in the experiment shoun in Figure 10) 
Wag hybridised. with DIIA purified from chromatin from rat liver at 19 
hours after hepateotoxy, fractionated by the method of Yasmineh and 
Tunis (described in Materials and Methods Section 9). Condensed 
(3,500 x g) fraction DNA was purified until it contained no alkali—
labile material, sonioated and passed through a column of Sephadex 
(described in Materials and Methods Sections 1, 3 and 5). The 
molecular weight of the condensed fraction DNA determined by alkaline 
band sedimentation in the Beckman Model .13 analytical ultracentrifuge 
was 88,600. 
Hybridisation was performed as described in the Legend to Figure 10 





















DNA curve from a Cot of I to a Cot of 100. There is a very distinct 
component of hybridisation in this region with a Cot L of 15 which is 
not found in the dispersed chromatin DNA but can be seen to a lesser 
extent in the total. M.S. Campo (Pers. comm.) has shown that, in 
conditions of hybridisation of excess normal rat liver DNA with 
HnRNA, this characteristic component can be competed out with 
increasing amounts of unlabelled purified 18S and 28S ribosomal RNA. 
The value for the final percentage hybridisation (Cot = 20,000) is 
I 54 and is thus greater than that of the total regenerating DNA curve. 
This increase is due to the amount of hybridisation occurring in the 
region of Cots 1 - 100, since the presence of this distinct component 
of hybridisation contributes in an additive manner to the total 
hybridisation. The Cot of the whole curve of condensed chromatin 
DNA has an approximate value of 450 which is much higher than the 
Cot of the total regenerating DNA at 220. 
The profile of the hybridisation curve of the dispersed chromatin 
DNA with HnRNA (3e041 in Figure 12) differs very significantly from 
both the total and the condensed chromatin DNA curves. (The combined 
curves of the three fractions can be seen in Figure 13). Until a 
Cot of one is reached there is no apparent increase in hybridisation 
and the values for all three DNAs are very similar to each other and 
to the zero time samples. At Cot values greater than 10 the 
hybridisation with the different DNAs begins to rise much faster than 
the condensed DNA, although this fraction appears to lack the "bump" 
sequences. This agrees with the fact that some of the bump is 
ribosomal RINk and ribosomal DNA is probably in heteroohromatill. 
lthough the final value reached by the dispersed fraction is only 
Leend to Fiuro 12 
fl1ybriU.eation of 	laboUecl HnRNA with fractionated dispersed 
chromatin DNA from rorenerating rat liver 
52 P labelled inRNA (as used in the experiments shown in Figures 
10 and ii) was hybri&ised. with DNA purified from 19 hour regenerating 
rat liver chromatin fractionated by the method of Yasmineli and Yunie 
(iateria1a and Nethods Section 9). The dispersed fraction (alcohol 
precipitated post 78,000 x g fraction) was purified until it contained 
no alkali labile material and passed through a column of Sophadex 
(1aterials and i.Iethods Sections 1, 3 and 5). The molecular weight 
of the dispersed fraction DNA determined by band sedimentation in the 
Beckman liodol S analytical ultracentrifuge was 80000. 
Hybridisation was performed as described in the Legend to Figure 10, 
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T 	a 	 1 2 3 
Loar1th!P10 Cot 
Figure 12 
Legend to Figure 13 
Hybridication of 32P_labelled HnRNA with condensed and dispersed 
chromatin DNA and total nuclear DNA from regeneratin, liver 
The three hybridisation curves shown individually in Figures 10 0 
11 and 12 are shown together in this figure, for comparison. The 
conditions of hybridisation were a salt concentration of 2 x SSC and 
an annealing bath temperature of 65 °C. 
- - - 	 condensed fraction DNA 
-. - - 	dispersed fraction DN1. 
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42 the faster rise between Cot = 10 and Cot = 1,000 indicates an 
enrichment of the unique sequences. The value of the Cot of the 
dispersed curve is approximately 50. 
With respect to their hybridisation with HnRITA, there is a true 
fractionation of sequences between condensed and dispersed regenerating 
DNA. The dispersed fraction is enriched for 'slow' sequences (i.e. 
slow transcribed sequences) by a factor of three to four. This is 
quite possible in terms of the observed recovery. The condensed 
is enriched for 'bump' sequences and depleted of slow sequences. 
Hybridisation of cNL. with DNA from fractionated rat liver chromatin 
in conditions of DNA excess 
labelled complementary RNAs (cmv) were enzymically synthesised 
on templates of purified DNA from both normal and 19 hour regenerating 
fractionated rat liver chromatin. The DNA primer for the oRNA 
synthesis was not sonicated after purification from the fractionated 
chromatin, but the nuclei had been aonicated for 60 seconds during 
the fractionation procedure. It was feared that the fractionation 
method might have partially denatured the DNA or caused single 
stranded ends. To examine this possibility, samples of each template 
DNA and controls of unfractioxrnted normal and regenerating nuclear 
DNA were subjected to increasing temperature in a UV spectrophotometer. 
The melting curves of the normal fractions and their control are shown 
in Figure 14A and those of the regenerating fractions and their 
control DNA in Figure 14B. The molts of the fractionated chromatin 
DNA superimpose exactly on the curves of the untreated DNA and have 
the same final percentage hyperchromicity, indicating that there is 
gend to F 	14. 
1.1e1tjcurves of fractionated chromatin DNA used as templates for 
Normal rat liver DNA 
DNA TTao purified from both condensed (39500 x ) and 
dispersed (post 78000 u g alcohol precipitate) fractions of chromatin 
prepared from normal rat liver by the method of Yasmineh and Yunis 
using 60 seconds nuclear sonication prior to the fractionation procedure. 
(See tiaterials and Methods Section 9) samples of condensed and dispersed 
chromatin DNA together with a control sample of purified total nuclear 
DNA from rat liver at concentrations of 1.0 0D 260/ml in 001 x SSC were 
subject to thermal denaturation from 40°C to 95°C in an ultraviolet 
spectrophotometer. The optical melting profiles of the DNA are shown 
in Figure 14a. 
Normal condensed (3,500 x g) fraction DNA 
Normal dispersed (post 78,000 x g) fraction DNA 
Normal total nuclear DNA. 
RegeneMtina rat livor DI'j 
Fractionated chromatin was prepared as above 9 but from 
19 hour regenerating rat liver. Samples of purified regenerating 
condensed (3500 x g) fraction DNA and dispersed (post 78,000 n g) 
fraction DNA together with total nuclear DNA from 19 hour regenerating 
rat liver were thermally denatured as above. Optical melting rofiles 
are shown in Figure 14b. 
0-0 	 ratin condensed (3,500 z g) fraction DNA 
0-n 	otin dioeraed (root 73,000 i 
fraction DNA 
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78. 
no significant proportion of single stranded regions in the fractionated 
chromatin DNA. 
The molecular ucight of a sample of each template DN, was 
measured by band sedimentation in caesium chloride in an analytical 
ultracentrifuge. The molecular weights of these un.sheared. primer 
DNAs were found to be approximately half a million so that sonication 
during preparation had not broken the DNA into small fragments. The 
system of nomenclature of the oRNAs and DNAs is given in Table 10. 
2he fractionated chromatin DNPLS used for hybridisation with the cRNAe 
were sonicatod and passed through a Sephadex column (as described in 
Materials and Nethods Section 5) and their molecular weights were also 
determined by band sedimentation in the Beckman Model E • The values 
for each DNA are given in Table 8. 
Each oRNA species was hybridised with 3 DNIIs: its homologous 
DNA( e.g. no cRNA and NC DNA) the DNA from the heterologous chromatin 
fraction (e.g. no eRNA and ID DNA) and also with the total nuclear 
control DNA (e.g. no cRNA and NT DNA). That is, each of the six 
DNAs was hybridised with the two cRNAe transcribed from either the 
normal condensed and dispersed or regenerating condensed and dispersed 
chromatin DNA templates, The results of the hybridisation reactions 
over a range of Cot values from 0.005 to 20,000 (plotted on the log 
Cot scale) of the cRNAs with the fractionated chromatin DNAa are 
drawn so that compari one can be made (Figures 15-23). Firstly, 
the hybridisation curves of each DNA with the two different oRNAs are 
plotted. (Thus, in the curves using the same DNA, no differences 
can be attributed to such factors as DNA sine since the same DNA is 
used for both hybridisation curves and the oRNA is the only variable). 
Table 10 
The preakon of CR1A from fractionated chromatin template DNA 
Chromatin fraction 	 Preparation of 
chromatin 
normal condensed 	 3,500 t g 
for 20 minutes 
normal dispersed 	 poet 78,000 x g an 
alcohol precipitated 
Regenerating condensed 	3,500 z g 







Regenex'atiug dispersed 	post 78,000 z g an 
(19 hour regenerating liver) alcohol precipitated 
RD 	rd 
790 
econcU.r, the results arc plotted to chow the same cRm hybridised 
with each of the different DNs. 
Results of thybridication experiments usjgRNAe made on normal 
liverKat 	chr2m4j. DN1. temilat e 
The hybridisation curves of reactions using normal liver DNA are 
shown in Figures 1519. The hybridisation of NC DNA with no cRNA 
displays features which are quite distinct from those with nd oRNA 
(Figure W. The reaction with the no oRl'TA reaches a much higher 
level over the Cot range 1 to 100 which indicates that NC DNA is 
enriched for a reiterated fraction of DNA which is absent from (or 
not transcribed from) NI) DNA, The Cot of this reaction is 300 
With th cRNA the reaction is generally slower except for the final 
points Cots 1,000 to 20,000 and reaches a lower level of hybridisation 
(45 hybridisation compared with 53 for NC DNA no oRNA). The 
co4 is 560. The estimated values of the Cot of each hybridisation 
reaction with fractionated chromatin DNA and total nuclear DN'k from 
normal. liver can be seen in Table 1. 
Figure 16 shotra tho hybridisation of NI) DNA. with nd and no cRNAa. 
These reactions both proceed more slowly than that of no cRNA with 
NC DNA, and reach a final value of 460 hybridisation. The Cot of 
the NDnd reaction is 200 and that of the One reaction is 4000 The 
slope of the NDnd curve is much steeper over the Cot range from 3 
to 100, but that of the N:Dnc reaction is faster over the Cot range 
from 100 to 1,000 indicating a slight enrichment for sequences which 
renature at these Cot values. 
The hybridi3atiofl of total normal DNA. (NT) with both cRNAs 
Legend to Fie 15 
Rvridisation of normal condensed chromatin DNA in conditions of DNA 
exoevavrith , 3H cpjjAs  on templates of normal condensed and 
dosod. DNA 
cRNAs were synthesised using condensed and dispersed DNA from 
fractionated normal liver chromatin as templates (described in 
Materials and Methods Section 14). 
The DNA for hybridisation was prepared from rat liver chromatin 
also fractionated by the method derived from that of Yasxnineh and 
Yunia (1969) (Materials and Methods Section 9).  The DNA tiaa purified, 
sonicated and paa8od through a Sephadez column (Materials and Methods 
Sections 1, 3 and 5). The Molecular Noight of the condensed (3,500 x g) 
fraction DNA determined by band sedimentation in the Beckman Model E 
analytical ultracentrifuge was 99,900. 
Hybridisation of the oRNAs with the condensed fraction DNA was 
performed as described in Nat eriáls and Methods tection 15 using DNA 
concentrations of 400g/ml, lOmg/thi and 20mg/mi. 
• 	• 	normal condensed 'H cRNA and normal condensed 
DNA (no - Mc) 
o 	o 	normal dispersed 3H .cRNA and normal condensed. 
D' ITA (nd. - Mc) - 
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jated values for Cot of cach Mbridigation,reaction  
1,101 v AL RAT LI1TR 
orina1 coeueô. NO no 30 
Normal condensed (ITC) nd 560 
Normal dispersed (in) no 400 
Normal disporsed. (icr)) nd 200 
Normal Total (ITT) no 350 
Normal Total (NT) nd 500 
Le enA , to Pgure 16 
idieation of normal dispersodohromatin DIM in conditions of DNA 
aces with H eR Assnthcsiedon 	pitoof normalcndenecd 
and 4spwisqd  
7-1 
uero syntlaosised uein condonood and dispersed DNA from 
fractionated normal liver cbromatin as tomplatec (described in Naterials 
and Methods Section 14) 
The DNA for hybridisation uae prepared from rat liver chromatin 
also fractionated by the method of Yasminh and Yunis (1969) (7aterials 
and Methods Section 9)e The DNA ias purified, sonicated and passed 
through a Sephadex column (see Materials and Methods Sections 1 , 3 and 5)e 
The Molecular Weight of the dispersed (alcohol precipitated pot 
78,000 E g supernatant) fraction DNA determined by band sedimentation 
in the Beckman Model E analytical ultracentrifuge was 98000 
Hybridisation of the CRNAs with the condensed fraction DNA was 
performed as described in Materials and Methods Section 150 
I—I 	normal dispersed 3E oRNA and normal dispersed 
A(nd.ND) 
£1 	 normal condensed 3H cRNA and normal dispersed 
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(ho'n in iigure 17) is dJ.ffercn from either of the fraciona. (In 
'igures 18 and 19 the iybricIisations of all three DNAs with the same 
cRITA are given for cace of comparison). It will be seen that both 
uith no RI1A (Figure 18) and. nd cRNi. (Figure 19) the reaction uith ITT 
DITA ,P nternodia bet;reen those with the DNA fractions. A comparison 
of the reaI&s of the three DUAs with no oRNA indicates that the 
bomologouo NC-na reaction, has the lowest Cot (jo) 'theroas the values 
for ITTnc (Cot = 350) and m)nd. (Cot 	400) are much higher (see 
ablo ii). In the reactions with nd cRNA the homologous reaction 
(1D-nd) again has the lowest Cots (200) although the difference 
between this and NT-nd (Cots = 500) and 11Cnd (Cot = 560) reactions 
is not as pronounced as that observed in the hybridisation of no oflilA 
with its homologous and heterologous DNA. 
Results of h3bd.isatiOflrimeflt3 _using fraoited regenerating 
liver chromatin DNA, with cRNAs made ongenerating DNA templatea 
The data from the hybridisation of the fractionated. regenerating 
DNA with the cRNAs are presented in exactly the same way as those for 
normal DNA and cRWA0 The results however are very different 
Figure 20 shows the hybridisation of RC DNA with rc and rd c!UTs. 
The reaction with re cNA while lacking the extremely rapid rise 
between Cot 1 and 100 found with NC DNI\. and no oRNA is considerably 
faster over this region than that with rid cRITA 9 indicating that there 
is an enrichment for these moderately reiterated DNA sociusrices in this 
fraction. In contrast s the reaction with rd cRIIA shotro its greatest 
Asa between Cots 300 and 3000. The Cot (800) compared with 150 
for the RC re reaction also indicates the differing courses of the 
Leth to Figure 11 
Rvbri&tsation of normal total nuclear DNA in conditions of DNA excess 
with 3H oRNAci synthesised on templates of normal condensed and 
dip .32prood DNA 
oRNAs were synthesised using condensed and disperoed DNA from 
normal liver chromatin fractionated by the method derived from that of 
Yasminch and Tunis (described in Materials and Methods Sections 9 and 14). 
The DNA for hybridisation was prepared from rat liver nuclei and 
was purified, sonicated and passed through a Sephadex column (Materials 
and Methods Sections 1, 3 and 5). The Molecular Ileight of the total 
nuclear DNA determined by band sedimentation in the Beckman Model B 
ultracentrifuge was 133,000. 
Hybridisation of the cRNAs with the total nuclear DNA was 
performed as described in Materials and Xethods Section 15. 
normal condensed 3H cIU'JA and normal total 
DNA (no —NT) 
normal dispersed 3H cmA and normal total 
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Figure 17 
Legend to Figure 18 
Rvbidisations of normal condensed and dispersed chromatin DNAs and 
total nuclear DNA in conditions of DNA excess with 3H cRNA fZnthesised 
on a template of normal condensed DNA 
The hybridisation curves of uc 3H aRNA with NC, ND and NT DNA 
which were seen separately in Figures 15, 16 and 17 are shown together 
for ease of comparison. 
0—. 	normal condensed cRNA and norma]. condensed 
DNA (no - NC) 
El -D 	normal condensed CRNA and normal dispersed 
DNA(nc — ND) 
0-0 	normal condensed oRNA and normal total 
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Figure 18 
eud tojgure !. 
iationa of nornaalcondenod. and 4iser8ed chromatin DWAs an  
total pMclear DN4. n co 	nsof DNA 
lat crsDa 
2he hybridisation auxves of nd 3H c1UA uith NC ND and NT DIDI 
which were seen separately in Figures 15p 16 and 17 are shown together 
for eaee of comparison 
0-0 	normal dispersed cRMt. and normal condensed. 
DNA (nd NC) 
normal dispersed ORNA and normal dispersed 
DNA (nd ND) 
normal dispersed eRNA and normal total 
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Hybion of t liver 
synthesised on teXatec 
of condcapod 	DNA from roVnerating lIicr 
cNAe WerO qjnthosircd using condonseci and diod Dl 
from fractionated liver chroiatin (obtained from rat liver 19 hourci 
after partial hepatectomy) as templates, as described in lIaterialo 
and Methods Section 14. 
The DNA for hybridisation ras prepared from rat liver chromatin 
from 19 hour regenerating liver also fractionated by the method of 
Yasiinoh and Yunis (Iatsria1e and ethods Section 9). 	he DNA vas 
purified sonicated and passed through a Sephadez column (see 
Materials and Nethods 3ections 1, 3 and 5), 
The Noleoular ;eight of the condensed (3,500 x g) fraction 
DNA determined by band sedimentation in the Beckman Node]. E 
Ultracentrifuge was 88,600, 
Hybridisation of the cRNAs with the condensed fraction DNA 
was performed as described in iiatorials and liethods Section 15. 
• —. 	regenerating condensed. 3H oRYii and regenerating 
condensed DNA (rc -. RC) 
0-0 	regenerating dispersed 3H cRNA and regenerating 
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reactions (see Table 12). 
The reactions of RD DUI with the same cRNAs (shown in Figure 21) 
differ less than those of RC DNA (as the reactions of no and rid cRNA 
with ND DNA were closer than those with NC DNA). In this case 
however, the reaction with re cRNA is rather more rapid in the early 
points, (up to Cot = 300) than that with H cRNA (the reverse of the 
result in the normal cRIA/DNA reaction). This suggests that the 
moderately reiterated DNA sequences are almost completely absent from 
rd cRNA, although their presence in RD DNA is indicated by the reaction 
with re cRNA. 
The hybridisation of regenerating total DNA (RT) with the two 
cRNAs (Figure 22) shows that until a Cot of about 300 is reached, 
there is a greater percentage hybridisation at each Cot with the 
ro cRNA than with H oRNA; only at Cot values greater than 300 does 
the slope of the H hybridisation reaction become steeper than the 
RTrc reaction. The values of the Co4 of the two reactions 
(ro = 200 and H = 500) indicate the difference between the two 
hybridisation curves. 
In Figures 23 and 24 where the reactions of all three DNAs with 
each cRNA are given, the demonstration that. the hybridisation of 
RT DNA with no and nd cRNAs comes between those of the fractionated 
condensed and dispersed DNAs, similar to the effect in the normal 
system Is again given. With rc c}INA, the homologous RC—rc reaction 
again has a lower Cotj. than the RTrc and RDro reactions (COVE 150, 
200 and 250 respectively). Uhilat the flDrd reaction Cot of 500 
is lower than that of the RCH reaction (Cot = 800) there is a 
very notable difference between the reactions with ro oRNA and rdcRNA. 
Tablo 12 
Hybridisation of DIA tiith oRIA in conditions of  
mted values for Cot of each ybdisation reaction 
IRATING RAT LIVER  
DNA 	 oRNA 
Regenerating Condensed rc 
Regenerating Condensed rd 
Regenerating Dispersed re 
Regenerating Dispereed rd 
Regenerating Total re 








Lgond, to ]iguro 21 
Hybridisation of dispersed chromatin DiTL. from reaneratina rat liver 
in conditions of DNA occean With H o1Ths syn.thosiøed on templates 
cordenaed and dirnOLOAchromatin DNA from rogeneratin I-liver  
cRNAs were cynthesised using condensed and dispersed DMI from 
fractionated liver chromatin (obtained from rat liver 19 hours after 
partial hepateotomy) as templates (described, in Materials and Methods 
Section 14). 
The DNA. for hybridisation was prepared from rat liver chromatin 
from 19 hour regenerating liver also fractionated by the method of 
Yasmineh and Yunis (Materials and Methods Section 9). The DNA was 
purified and sonicated. (Materials and Methods Sections 1, 3 and 5). 
The Molecular 1eiit of the dispersed (alcohol precipitated. 
post 78,000 x g) fraction DNA determined by band sedimentation in 
the Beckman Model E ultracentrifuge was 98,000. Hybridisation of 
the cRNAs with the dispersed fraction DNA was performed as described. 
in Ilaterials and Methods Section 15. 
• —. 	regenerating dispersed 3H oTNA and regenerating 
dispersed DNA. 
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Figure 21 
iL2fld to Fiiire 22 
Ebridir3ation of tot nuclear DNA from reeneratini rat liver in 
conditions of DNA oxcocm with 3H oRNAs synthesised on toini,lates of 
conened and dcd chromatin DNA from reonsratiri liver 
311 CRLTAo were synthesisod using condensed and dispersed DNA frau 
liver chromatin (from rat liver 19 hours after hepateotomy fractionated 
by the method derived from that of Yasmineh and Yuis) as templates 
(see Ilaterials and Methods Sections 1, 9 and 14). 
The DNA for hybridisation was prepared from rat liver nuclei 
(obtained from regenerating liver, 19 hours after partial hepatectomy), 
purified and sonicated as described in £-iateriala and Methods Sections 
I, 3 and 5. The Nolocular eight of the total regenerating nuclear 
DNA, determined by bath sedimentation in the Beckman Model E analytical 
ultracentrifuge was 99,000. 
Hybridisation of the CRNAs with total nuclear DNA was performed 
as described in Naterials and Uethods Section 15. 
o -0 	regenerating condensed cRNA and regenerating 
total DNA (re - 
regenerating dispersed oRNA and regenerating 























Lo end to I?ieure - 
aybridisations of oondensd and di 	 nA and to 
nuclear Ij fmm rer 	 t t4-2P. OfDRA ecs 
uithfl oflNCi 	 ohti DNf. 
re-red from roeneratifl rat liver 
The hybriclication curves of rc 39 with RC, RD and iT DNA which 
were seen oeparately in Figures 20, 21 and 22 are shown toethcr for 
ease of comparison. 
0-40 	regenerating condensed oRNA and regenerating 
condensed DNA (ro - rc) 
ci -o 	regenerating condensed oiNA and regenerating 
dispersed DNA (re - RD) 
regenerating condensed cIINA and regenerating 
total DNA (re - RT) 
























)bridieatiopof eondoc3d and dispersed 	 total  
mclear 3)A from rein atin rat liver in conditiow of DITA O"Tecas  
trith 3H o'A Qrnthoolood on a telate of dioporsed chroatin DflA 
prepared from reenoratiag rat liver 
The ybricIisation curves of rd 3R cRIA with C IU) and T D1t 
which were cho-m separately in Figures 20, 21 and 22 are shown together 
for ease of comparison 
	
0-0 	rOgGna.ria disp3rsOd eRIrA and regenerating 
condensed DNA (rd - RC) 
0-0 	regenerating dispersed cRNA and regsnsrating 
disp3x'L30d DNA (rd - lU)) 
0-49 	rogen,3rating  dispersed cRNA and regenerating 























111 the reactions with rc cRNt proceed much faster i.e. have lower 
Cot Z than those with rd cRNA, although all the reactions reach the 
same level of hybridisation (about 44,'-)at a Cot of 20,000). 
The template properties of the DNAS are shown in the hybridisation 
of the condensed and dispersed RN1s with total DNA. The bybridisation 
of no and nd oRNAs with normal total DNA indicates that the RN& 
transcribed from condensed DNA is enriched for reiterated sequences 
when compared with the RNA transcribed from dispersed DNA, but that 
there is little or no partition of the highly reiterated sequences. 
Hybridisation of rc and rd cRNAa with regenerating total DNAs shows 
the same effect. 
The partition of sequences in the fractionated chromatin DNAs 
can be seen by comparing them with total DNA. Comparison of the NC 
reactions with those of NT indicates that the former contains more 
reiterated sequences complementary to those in no than does NT, but 
that it contains fewer sequences complementary to nd eRNA than does NT. 
ND has an enrichment of sequences complementary to nd compared with 
NT DNA. Reactions with RC DNA differ from those of normal dispersed 
DNA in that the homologous reaction RDrd has a higher Cots than RDrc. 
Rybridieation of regenerating condensed DNA is similar to NC DNA 
indicating an enrichment of reiterated sequences in RC. 
It appears that there are definite sequence differences between 
the fractions, the dispersed fraction containing the slower sequences 
from which some of the RnRNA is transcribed and the condensed chromatin 
containing a greater proportion of reiterated sequences. Hybridisation 
of in vivo RNA detects only those sequences in the DNA complementary 
to that RNA. Hybridisation of the CRNA is expected to show far 
83 
oro of the se quence composition of the DNA. Houever, the uee of 




The Concept of Fractionation 
Previous studies of isolated chromatin fractions attempted to 
relate the properties of the isolated dispersed and condensed 
chromatin to the cytological euchroinatin and heterochromatin by 
differential labelling and microscopic appearance (Preneter et al . 1963; 
Frenster 1965) and by the amounts of satellite DNA contained in the 
heterochrotnatin fraction (Yasmineh and Yunis, 1969, 1971; Yunis and 
Yasxnineh, 1970). Heterochromatin, originally defined as a 
chromosomal material, the condensation of which was out of phase with 
the other nuclear material (so that it was heteropycnotio), is now 
also considered to be a genetically inert substance. The discovery 
that mouse satellite DNA was associated both with cytological hetero-
chromatin and with isolated condensed chromatin has created a 
situation in which the method of fractionation is influenced by the 
necessity of maintaining this association. 
However, the important questions of transcriptional activity or 
potential of the fractions and the differential distribution of 
sequences other than satellite DNA have not been explored. In this 	
In 
thesis, the problems under consideration are:- 
._. _._ .__. 	 ...__•.---- 
a) In the rat, an animal uith no significant satellite fraction, 
cytological heterochromatin is clearly visible. The initial criterion 
for fractionation was based on Frenster's finding (Frenster et al 1963) 
that the dispersed fraction from calf thymus lymphocytes in interphase 
incorporated DNA precursors more rapidly than the condensed fraction. 
Could such a difference be observed in fractionated rat liver 
chromatin? 
85. 
The differential replication of GO rich and AT rich DNA may be 
correlated with that of euchroxnatin and heterochromatin. 
Is it possible to detect buoyant density differences between 
isolated condensed and dispersed chromatin DNA in rat? 
Can sequence differences between the condensed and dispersed 
fractions be detected - 
by optical renaturation? 
by hybridisation of CRNAs transcribed from the DNA of 
chromatin fractions? 
If sequence differences are found in normal DNA by 
hybridisation of the cRNAs are these the same in normal 
and regenerating fractionated chromatin DNA? 
(i.e. Are there changes in the distribution of DNA 
in condensed and dispersed chromatin in regeneration?) 
a) Is the condensed fraotion.transOriptionally inert or less active 
than the dispersed fraction? 
j) are these differences in the RNA associated with each 
chromatin fraction and is this RNA transcribed from 
the fraction with which it was isolated? 
ii) Is there a significant difference between. the hybridi-
sation patterns of condensed and dispersed chromatin 
DNA with in vivo HnRNA? 
a. Differential labelling of the condensed and dispersed fractions 
Prenster et al (1963) found great differences in the labelling 
properties of 'heterochromatifl' and 'euchromatin' prepared from 
interphase lymphocytes after incubation with DNA precursors in vitro. 
0 
In the experiments reported in this thesis, fractionation after in  
labelling was first attempted in normal rat liver. No significant 
differences in specific radioactivity were found in this normal tissue 
but two problems were associated with these studies; a) normal tissue 
has a very low rate of incorporation of precursors so that the 
resulting specific activity of the DNA obtained was very low in all 
the fractions; b) this was a study of a random cell population. 
Different specific radioactivities of DNA in the normal system would 
therefore only disclose differences if the newly synthesised DNA were 
associated with the dispersed fraction. 
Using regenerating liver (which is a tissue in which about 60 
of the cells are in synchrony at the first mitosis (Bruce and IIarble 9 
1937; Cater, 1956; Harkness, 1957; Grisham, 1960; Bucher, 
1963) fractionation and labelling by Yasmineh and Yunis 9 method during 
the S phase before the first synchronised division showed a much 
greater uptake of precursors and a clear differential uptake of 
32 
between the condensed and dispersed fractions. Two possible 
explanations of this phenomenon arez 
that the time of labelling and killing selected, coincides with the 
time at which dispersed chromatin is being synthesised; 
that all the newly synthosised. DNA (duo to some unwinding process 
during replication) is in a dispersed state and is fractionated with 
the dispersed chromatin. 
Hypothesis I could be tested by pulse labelling synchronised 
cells in culture at different times during S phase and fractionating 
chromatin. If this hypothesis is correct, one would find mostly 
dispersed chromatin DNA labelled at one time and condensed chromatin 
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DNA at another. An experiment to test hypothesis II could be 
designed as follows:- cells in culture could be 3iven a short 
radioactive pulse followed by a chase period. Fractionation of 
chromatin could be carried out at intervals during the chase. If the 
hypothesis is correct, initially most of the labelled DA would be 
found in the dispersed fraction, but during the chase period the 
amount of label in the condensed fraction would increase at the 
expense of that in the dispersed fraction. 
In either case, the method of Yaemineh and Yunis does effect a 
fractionation which cannot be achieved by Fronster's method. 
b. The buoyant densities of fractionated chromatin DNA 
The phenomenon of replication early in S phase of main band DNA 
of higher buoyant density (ac rich) and late synthesis of AT rich low 
buoyant density material (Tobia, Schildkraut and Maio, 1970; Bostock 
and Prescott, 1971; Flamm, Bernheim and Brubaker, 1971) was thought 
possibly to have a relationship with the replication of DNA in 
euchromatin and heterochromatin, although there was no evidence about 
base composition differences in the cytological chromatin fractions, 
Previous investigations were carried out on fractions in 'which the 
criterion of purity was the absence of satellite from the tteuchromatifl?t 
and its presence in the "heterochromatn". No fractionation of main 
band DNA was demonstrated. 
In the present studies, a true fractionation of main band sequences 
has been shown by the results of the hybridisation experiments described 
on pages 74 -83, and the isotope incorporation experiments described 
on pages 65 to 	Although there is no definite evidence that 
KIM 
the isolated chromatin fractions are related to cytological 
euchromatin and hetorochroniatin if any difference in buoyant density 
existed it should have been possible to detect it 	Ho:iover, the 
banding patterns of the DNA extracted from the rat chromatin fractions 
showed no differences botreen normal and regenerating systems or 
between condensed and dispersed fractions and no rat satellite 
fractions were cean, The buoyant density data presented on page 
69 	are in agreement with those of Bostock and Prescott (1971) 
and flattoccia and Comings (1971) in that they found no significant 
difference bt'een the buoyant density of "hetorochromatin main band 
DNA and that of total nuclear main band DNA in mouse, rabbit and 
chinese hamster. However, ilattoocia and Comings found that mouse 
euchrornatin DNA had a slightly higher buoyant density than mouse 
main band. Bostook and Prescott did not detect such a difference. 
Two interpretations of this are possible: 1lattoccia and Comings 
consider that the difference is significant Bostock and Prescott 
suggest that if it is real then it is probably significant only for 
the mouse. 
The findings here for the rat suggest that even if this difference 
exists in mouse it is not generally applicable. 
c. Renaturation studies on the DNA of 	 ion ted chromatin 
The hypothesis that the rat genome is susceptible to fractionation 
in a uay similar to that of mouse, guinea pig and calf (as performed 
by Yasminch and Ytrnis 9 1969 1971 Yunis and Yasmineh 9 1970) was 
tested by investigating the distribution of reiterated sequences or 
sequences rith similarities to satellite DNA. A comparison of the 
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optical renaturation curres of the condensed and dispersed chromatin 
DNs shous no differences between the fractions uith regard to 
repeated or non-repeated sequences. It is not possible to state 
uithout qualification that there is no enrichment of repeated 
sequences in the condensed chromatin fraction. A small significant 
difference may exist between fractions but it could not be detected 
under the conditions used here. This result does not exclude the 
possibility that differences may be present at stages of liver 
regeneration either earlier or later than those investigated in this 
study. 
On the basis of the hypothesis that eucliromatin is genetically 
active it might be expected that the dispersed fraction would contain 
a greater proportion of the genes from which messenger RNA is 
transcribed. The presence of reiterated DNA in this fraction is not 
unexpected if Georgiev's hypothesis (Georgiov, 1969) of genetic 
control is true. This postulates that portions of repeated sequences 
are transcribed in a manner analogous to that of the bacterial operator 
regions. Brittqn and Kohne (1968) suggest that repeated sequences 
occur commonly 11 structural genes. With regard to the condensed 
fraction, the situation is a little more complex. The isolation 
method was expected to separate nucleoli with the condensed fraction. 
(The preparation of this fraction is very similar to the method used 
by Steele (1968) to prepare rat nucleolar DNA). Several estimations 
have been made of the number of ribosomal cistrona in the rat. 
¶these vary from those of Quincey and iilson (1969) who estimated that 
the amount of ribosomal DH1 was 0.14 x 10 daltons and Mohan, Dunn 
and Casola (1968) (0.46 x 10 daltons) to that of Steele (1968) of 
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0.53 x 109 daltons. The figures for the multiplicity of the 
ribosomal cistrons from these results are 280, 950 and 1,100 
respectively. Taking the size of the rat genome to be 5.8 x i012 
daltons DNA per cell these figures for the ribosomal RNA mean that 
between o.oa and 0.094 of the total DNA of the rat cell is involved 
in coding for ribosomal R1A. (The discrepancy between estimates may 
be explained either by differences in the hybridisation methods and 
the interpretation of the data, or the possibility that the. 
ribosomal R1'Ik used in the experiments was not pure). 
In addition to the several hundred copies of the oistrons coding 
for ribosomal RNA, there are other minor classes of DNA coding for such 
short sequences as 4S and 55 RNA. Evidence has recently been presented 
for the clustering of the genes for the putative bistone messenger 
(Ked.es and Birnstiel, 1971), The DNA represented by these sequences 
is probably less than 1 of the whole genome. At the level of 
discrimination of optical renaturation studies, the presence of only 
one of these components in only one of the three fractions could not 
be seen. 
The next question is whether the condensed fraction is expected 
to be associated with any satellite sequences. To date, only 
Steele (1968) has described satellites in rat 	He found satellites 
with a buoyant density of 1.692 g. cm-3  and 1.708 g. oni 3 in the 
rtucleolar DNA. The heavy satellite comprised 0.24 1 'o of the total 
DNA and the light satellite O.Mj,, of the total DNA and thus even 
if located exclusively in the condensed fraction it is probable that 
they would not be seen in the renaturation curves. In the absence 
of a significant satellite fraction in the rat to monitor fractionation, 
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and with no apparent differences in sequence distribution by 
renaturation studies, it was necessary to look further afield for 
methods to demonstrate differences in the sequence distribution 
between fractions. 
d. Hybridisation of oRNA with fractionated chromatin DNA 
These hybridisation reactions examine the fractionation which 
has been effected in the DNA using a hiily labelled tracer RITA 
synthesised on the fractionated chromatin DNA template. Nearest 
neighbour analysis ('leise and N&emOto, 1961) showed good agreement 
between the cRNA and primer DNA, although it cannot be assumed from 
this that all sequences are equally transcribed. The technique of 
CRNA transcription from DNA using a bacterial polyuierase has been 
used very frequently as a method for the evaluation of genomic 
differences in higher organisms (Robertson, Chipchase and Nan, 1969; 
Hennig, Hennig and Stein, 1970; NelU and Bishop, 1969; Paul and 
Gilmour, 1968). 
i) Normal liver DNA 
The NC—no hybridisation has a low value for the Cots . This is 
similar to the value reported by Nelli et al for ribosomal RNA 
hybridisation to total rat liver DNA. It thus appears that in the 
condensed fraction there is a transcription of DNA which has a 
similar reiteration frequency to ribosomal DNA. Steele's experiments 
(Steele, 1968) on the isolation of nucleoli suggest that this DNA 
might be found in association with a condensed fraction. 
Less of the no RNA hybridises with ND DNA (46,4)compared with 
53; for NC DNA) and the Cot is much greater. This suggests that 
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the ND DNA lacko certain reiterated sequences found in the NC DNA. 
Hybridisation between no cRflA and ND DNA does indicate that there are 
sequences in common between ND and NC DNAs but the high transition 
between Cots 300 and 1,000 in the ND-nc reaction indicates that those 
sequences which both DNAs have in common have only a low degree of 
reiteration in ND DNA compared with that in NC DNA. 
The RNA transcribed from ND DNA hybridises to the sane extent 
with both ND and NC RITA although the Cot from the reaction with ND 
(200) is lower than that for the reaction with NC DNA. The difference 
in the shapes of the curves indicates that NC DNA has more unique 
sequences than ND. Sequences with a low degree of reiteration in 
ND and transcribed from it are also present in NC DNA, but hybridise 
at higher Cots (1,000 to 20,000) and are therefore presumably 
represented only once. Normal condensed. DNA therefore contains 
reiterated sequences which are not detected. in ND DNA. This is a 
fractionation of sequences in NC and ND DNA which is consistent 
with the original expectation that some separation of reiterated 
sequences in the condensed fraction of rat (similar to that in 
mouse) might be achieved. 
ii) 	gneratin liver DNA 
In normal liver, the proportions of DNA in the condensed, 
intermediate and dispersed fractionesre 30: 50: 20 whilst in 
regenerating liver chromatin this changed. to 20: 50: 30. This 
suggested that the distribution of sequences in fractions from 
regenerating liver may differ from that in fractions from normal 
liver, and was confirmed by the results of the in vitro RITA 
hybridisation experiments. 
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The very fast NC DNA-nc cRNA hybridisation with a Coti of 30 
had no exact parallel with the DNA-cRNA reaction in regenerating 
liver. There is an enrichment of reiterated sequences in normal 
condensed. DNA which does not appear to be present to the same extent 
in the regenerating condensed. fraction. 
The RITA transcribed from regenerating condensed DNA contains a 
high proportion of moderately reiterated sequences. This RNA 
hybridises with RD DNA almost as well as with RC DNA (its template). 
The RNA transcribed from the dispersed fraction of regenerating 
liver chromatin hybridises mainly with the unique sequences of both 
RC and RD DNA. The ronaturation of fractions of DNA from regenerating 
liver indicates that there were no detectable seuenoe differences 
between the fractions. These data are not inconsistent with the 
hybridisation of regenerating DNA-oRlTA where the differences between 
hybridisation of the two fractionated DITAs with the same oRNAs are 
only email. 
The main difference in the regenerating chromatin fraction DNAs 
lies in the sequences transcribed by the RNA polymerase. It is 
probable that in the mammalian genome there are special sequences 
which initiate transcription and it is therefore likely that the 
fractionation of such sequences has occurred. 
The difference between the normal and regenerating systems may 
be due to an uncoiling of condensed chromatin, making more sequences 
available for transcription or to a reorganisation of the intermediate 
fraction. Certainly the process of regeneration involves changes in 
the state of chromatin. Sequences which in normal liver aná largely 
restricted to condensed or dispersed chromatin, in regenerating liver 
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seem to be more uniformly distributed (though there is still a higher 
proportion of the reiterated sequences in condensed chromatin DNAG. 
Such a change is to be expected if regeneration requires an increase 
in total cellular activity and if condensation of chromatin is 
associated with a reduction in activity. This is therefore 
consistent with the considerable differences found between cRNA-DNA 
hybridizations from normal and regenerating liver. 
e • The transcriptional activity of chromatin fractions 
There is a considerable body of evidence to suggest that the DNA 
in cytological heterochromatin is not transcribed. Certainly, 
facultative beterochromatin appears to be genetically inactive (Lyon, 
1961). Constitutive heterochromatin appears identical to facultative 
heterochroxnatin, and the coiling which makes it stain heterocKromatically 
is thought to be the mechanism which inactivates facultative hetero-
chromatin. Satellite DNA is associated with heterochromatin 
(Pardue and Gall, 1970; Jones, 1970) and with isolated condensed 
chromatin (yasmineh and Yunis, 1969) and, at least in mouse, does not 
appear to be transcribed in vivo (Flamm, Walker and McCallum, 1969). 
Studies on Actinornycin D binding to chromatin are inconclusive 
(Ringerts and Bolund., 1969; Carmago and Plaut, 1967; Ebstein, 1967; 
Desai and Tencer, 1968) but Sieger, Garweg and Schwarzaoher (1971) 
showed by studies on 	 incorporation that the constitutive 
heteroahromatin of r1icrotue agrestis is transcriptionally inactive. 
It is therefore probable that much of the constitutive hetero-
chromatin is not transcribed in vivo. Is this true of the isolated 
condensed fraction in rat? The labelling studies of the RNA in the 
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condensed fraction (discussed in the results pages 66 to 68) indicated 
that RNA having very similar properties to ribosomal RNA was 
associated mainly with the condensed fraction and to a lesser extent 
with the intermediate fraction. The isolated condensed fraction DNA 
also hybridizes readily with the in viva nuclear heterogeneous RNA 
and the hybridisation curie has a prominent inflexion with a Cot of 
about 15 which is most probably due to the presence of ribosomal 
sequences. The sedimentation value of the largest precursor molecule 
for ribosomal RNA is 45S (Girard, Penman and Darnell, 1964; Penman, 
1966; Scherrer, Latham and Darnell, 1963). It is possible that in 
normal mnmr'alian tissues there are precursor molecules or aggregates 
of even greater size than 455 and those having a sedimentation value 
greater than 805 would be isolated with the UnRNA. Those sequences 
in the HnRNA homologous with the ribosomal cistrons in the condensed 
DNA would show the characteristic hybridisation at the intermediate 
Cot value. 
The method of preparation of the condensed fraction suggested 
that nucleoli would be isolated with this fraction (Steele, 1968). 
Taking the results of the RNA labelling experiments in conjunction with 
the presence of the ribosomal 'bump' in the hybridisation of condensed 
DNA and cellular RNA indicates that at least the greater portion of 
the ribosomal cistrons are located in the condensed chromatin fraction. 
In the studies of the RNA associated with the chromatin fractions, 
most of the HnRNA was found associated with the dispersed fraction. 
Thilo it is possible that the nascent UnRNA may be released into the 
nucleoplasm, and in the fractionation method isolated with the 
dispersed fraction, the very significant hybridisation of the HnRNA 
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with dispersed fraction DL!â over the slow (unique) sequence range of 
Cots, suggests that the HnRNA is probably transcribed from the fraction 
with which it is associated. It is in the high Cot range that one 
would expect to find the classical genes and their messengers. The 
finding that nuclear heterogeneous RNA (which probably includes the 
precursor molecules of messenger RYA (Georgiev, 1969; Ryshov and 
Georgiev, 1970; Melli and Pemberton, 1972) hybridises with the slower 
sequences in the condensed chromatin fraction indicates that there is a 
partition of the slou sequences complementary to HnRNA in the dispersed 
fraction. (This finding is complemented by the cRITA hybridisation 
experiments which show an enrichment of slow sequences in the dispersed 
fraction). This suggests that the dispersed fraction of chromatin 
contains the classical 'structural genes those from which messenger 
RNA is transcribed. 
Apart from the ribosomal component of hybridisation of the if riRNA 
with condensed fraction DNA, the only hybridisation with HnRNA occurs 
at very- high Cots. Jbilo it is possible that this RNA is the product 
of unique sequences which may form a small fraction of this DNA, it is 
equally possible and consistent with current theories that this 
hybridisation is the result of some dispersed sequences being isolated 
with the condensed fraction. Although it is probable that hoteroohromatin 
is more condensed than eucbromatin, it is doubtful whether pure 
preparations can be obtained by the mechanical means used here. 
However, the fact that ribosomal sequences are found only in the 
condensed fraction and that there is an enrichment of unique sequences 
in the dispersed fraction indicates that the method used in this work 
has achieved some d.eroo of purity of partition. 
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CONCLUSION 
The total DNA of a cell may be divided into three functional 
classes: - 
the classical genes, that this, that class of DNA thich is 
transcribed, into RITA at least a part of which is transported to the 
cytoplasm there to be involved in the synthesis of protein. 
structural DNA, which is involved in such functions as 
maintoinance of the physical integrity of the chromosomes, correct 
association of chromosome pairs during meiosis etc. 
control DNA. Whichever current model of differentiation and 
development is accepted, some DNA is probably involved in the 
synthesis of regulatory molecules and more must form the sites upon 
which these molecules act. 
Speculation about the possible distribution of these classes 
of DNA within the genome involves consideration of the degree of 
constancy of hoterochroinatin and euchromatin. Yunis and Yasmineh 
(1971) consider that constitutive heterochromatin is constant 
throughout the development of an organism. The alternative is that 
there is progressive inactivation by a process of heterochro!natisatiOfl 
as differentiation continues (Brown, 1966). In the first case, one 
would expect to find all the classical genes in euchromatin, while 
in the second, distribution would change during the course of 
development, and in the adult one would expect to find, a considerable 
proportion of the classical genes in the heterochromatin. 
The results of the experiments presented hero indicate an 
enrichment of the unique sequences in the dispersed fraction and a 
depletion in the condensed fraction. It is among these uniqns 
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sequences that one would expect to find the classical genes and it 
would therefore appear that there is little heterochromatinisation of 
the unique sequences. However, both in the hybridisation with cRNA 
and the proportions of material isolated in each fraction, there :ere 
differences between normal and regenerating rat liver and this may 
tend to support the alternative hypothesis. These differences may 
not be due to changes in condensation of chromatin as a result of 
differentiation but to other factors such as the state of the nuclei, 
which may affect the fractionation process. 
It is not particularly profitable to speculate about the 
distribution of control DNA. because there is little or no evidence. 
However, one may find it among reiterated sequences since that part 
of HnRNA not exported to the cytoplasm appears to be reiterated, 
and this may be involved in the C 	T5TD of synthesis of messenger. 
Satellite DNA, in organisms which have it (mouse is the best 
studied) appears not to be transcribed, and may be an example of 
structural DNA. Since satellite is always intimately associated with 
heterochromatin it is probable that in those organisms which do not 
have satellite (e.g. rat ) at least part of the constitutive 
heterocbromatin may be involved in these functions. The condensed 
fraction which may, or may in part, be homologous with constitutive 
heterochromatin was enriched for reiterated sequences which suggests 
that one of its function may be analogous to that of satellite. 
Possible extensions of this work 
These studies have investigated only the nucleic acids of fract-
ionated chromatin, but it iS the association of protein with nucleIc 
99, 
acids which confers on the material the characteristics of chromatin. 
One of the most important questions to be investigated with regard to 
the association of protein and nucleic acids is whether this restricts 
the availability of the DNA for transcription or in any way alters 
the pattern between fractions. There are however several difficulties 
involved in the synthesis of oRNA from a template of fractionated 
'chromatin' • The dispersed or 'euchromatin' fraction was obtained 
(In the experiments reported hcro) by alcohol precipitation and is 
relatively insoluble in most solutions. The pellets of the condensed 
and intermediate fractions are not appreciably soluble in low salt 
solutions (such as 0.1 x SSC or dilute phosphate buffer) suitable 
for trariscrl4tional experiments involving the use of a DNA 
dependent }UVi polynierase. To facilitate such studies, an alternative 
isolation method would be required, but this would necessitate studies 
on the fractionation achieved by the new technique. 
The association of RNA with the specific fractions might cause 
problems. Kanehisa, Fujitani, Sano and Tanaka (1971) showed that a 
species of RNA in chick liver which had a sedimentation coefficient 
of 7.'408 inhibited RNA synthesis in a cell free system. They thought 
that the RNA had a higher affinity for chromatin isolated from the 
same tissue and probably modified its structure with regard to template 
properties. The problems of removing the RNA are considerable. 
The difficulty involved in the use of RNase is its removal from the 
preparation prior to the synthesis of ORNA. Washing fractionated 
chromatin to remove RA is not without problems, since 'chromatin' 
fractionated after sonication unlike normal chromatin has already been 
subte4 to disruptive procoedures. If the RNA. was not completely 
100. 
removed from the preparation, then it would be isolated in conjunction 
with the cmuk and add to the complexity of the hybridisation reaction 
in addition to its interference with the actual transcription. 
Melting curves of the fractionated chromatin would also be of 
great interest to demonstrate the association of different proteins 
with the chromatin. 
However, these experiments suffer from the same disadvantages 
as those involving the transcription of crUA, notably the insolubility 
In solvents suitable for melting curves. 
The relationship of the cytological preparations to the isolated 
chromatin fractions could be investigated by the technique of in situ
hybridisation. This would help to relate the biophysical properties 
of isolated fractions with the cytological hybridisation patterns of 
CRNA transcribed from chromatin fractions with interphase cells and 
cytological chromosome preparations from the rat. 
The method of fractionation reported hero suggests that it may 
be possible to separate a chromatin fraction enriched for sequences 
from which messenger RNA is transcribed. One would expect to find 
an equal enrichment for protein initiation sequences in this fraction. 
Experiments to measure these sequences would provide an independent 
assessment of the validity of the work described here. 
SU1ARY 
I • Two methods of fractionating chromatin were compared by measuring 
differences In the specific radloactivities of DNA and RNA. extracted 
from the condensed and dispersed fractions of chromatin from regenera- 
ting rat liver. 
Only one method of fractionation showed a clear difference in 
labelling of the DNA and RNA between the fractions. This method was 
used to prepare large amounts of pure DNA from three fractions of 
chromatin: condensed, intermediate and dispersed. 
Evidence of changes in the distribution of fast intermediate and 
slow renaturating sequences of DNA during liver regeneration was sought 
by an investigation of the kinetics of renaturation of normal and 
regenerating rat liver DNA. Studies of DNA renaturation kinetics 
were also used to investigate differences in sequence distribution 
in the DNA of the three chromatin fractions from regenerating liver. 
The buoyant densities of DNAs prepared from fractionated chromatin 
of both normal and regenerating rat liver were measured by analytical 
u].traoentrifugatiOfl in an attempt to detect differences in base 
composition. 
5 • RNA was transcribed ign vitro from templates of unaheared condensed 
and dispersed chromatin DNA prepared from normal and regenerating rat 
liver. This highly labelled RNA was hybridised with a vast excess of 
DNA to detect the reiteration frequencies of sequences in the DNA of 
the different chromatin fractions complementary to the RNA. 
6, The technique of hybridisation in DNA excess was also used to 
investigate the complementarity of DNA sequences in the chromatin 
fractions with In. viva nuclear heterogeneous RNA prepared from 
regenerating rat liver. 
7. The results are discussed with reference to:— 
J) the transcriptional activity of different fractions of the genome. 
changes in sequences transcribed during liver regeneration (as a 
model of a developmental process). 
the organisation of the mammalian genome. 
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